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Abstract

The starting point of the Revolution i688-90 in the region North of

Tay was the town council of Dundee during the period of the

revolutionary Convention. There was already a substantial impetus for

change building up from within, although to stand on William's side

cost this town a heavy military burden and steep inflation. Then the

plantation of the presbyterian church, as a general tendency, went from

South to North, confronting hostility towards presbyterianism in the

rural areas.

What happened to the relationships between Church and secular

powers?

First of all, there was no change in the relationship between Dundee

town council and the general session. The town council behaved as the

prime authority within the town, and the session was expected to follow

the lead of the council both before and after the Revolution. However,

the situation above this level was different. "Episcopalian presbytery"

was basically a closed body with little administrative function. On the

contrary, it is clear that the position of "presbyterian presbytery" in

society moved upward after the Revolution and that the presbyterian

Church exercised power on a broader social base than the episcopalian

one. On the other hand, Scottish society came to accommodate bodies

(the active presbytery, synod and the General Assembly), which

ultimately had a different orientation from secular authorities, having

voice as the ecclesiastical courts.

One visible sign of change in ideological terms can be described as

being from allegiance to the sacred person of the king himself, towards

allegiance to the regime or principle of the king. In fact, rediscovery

of the Protestant, principle of the nation was a significant factor of

this Revolution, especially in international terms.



These shifts may be described just as cracks in the simple

subordination to the king, but significant cracks, which, in

retrospect, formed a watershed in history.
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Preface

The Revolution of 1688-90 in Scotland can be described as "a

forgotten Revolution" compared with the French Revolution 100 years

later and the Glorious Revolution in 1688 in England. However, in fact

exactly 300 years ago in Scotland, the regime was overturned. The

reason why this event has not attracted much attention, is probably

that this Revolution (it was even left unnamed!) has been thought of as

made in England and accepted in Scotland. Even if this were true, to

see exactly what happened 300 years ago, at least in one locality, and

what change did come to Scotland would not be meaningless.

Apart from the Revolution itself, I have been interested in the

relationships between church and secular powers in early modern

Scotland which, as a whole, may be termed a religious society. It was

because Scotland was a religious society that whether the Church of

Scotland was episcopalian or presbyterian was crucial, as each system

of church polity encapsulated its own social ideology. However, my

interest lies not only in ideology but in historical reality: the

relationship between a town council and its town church, the presbytery

and town council, Privy Council and a parish church, the General

Assembly and town council, the heritors and parish church, etc. This

complex of relationships was continuously maintained throughout early

modern Scotland. Then, a time and place being fixed, what cross-

sectional phase cut from the four dimensional historical matrix will

appear? Because the period of the Revolution was chosen, the view of

this multi-lateral relationship will not be a static picture, but one

with a shift in it.

In brief, there are two themes here: one is what really happened in

Dundee and its environs in the change of regime from King James to King

William: then, the problem of how the whole range of the relationships
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mentioned above shifted in the transition from the episcopalian system

to the presbyterian one, is also the subject of this thesis.

Chapter i contains an explanation of the background at national

and municipal level, and indicates the socio-political implication of

the conflict between the episcopalians and presbyterians.

The starting point of the Revolution in this area was the town

council of Dundee, so chapter 2 deals with the political change and

other issues within it.

The subject of chapter 3 is Dundee general session, in other

words, the kirk session of Dundee town church. This throws light on

church discipline, the membership of the session, and the inhabitants'

financial condition which is seen from the angle of the kirk.

Chapter 4 deals with the poor rural parish of Lundie and Fowl is,

which belonged to a different world from Dundee. However, such parishes

were rather common in Angus and Mearns, where Dundee presbytery after

the Revolution had to operate.

Chapter 5 shows a sharp contrast between the episcopalian and

presbyterian mode of 'church government.' in the Dundee presbytery

records, and covers relationships between the presbytery and secular

powers.

Chapter 6 offers a wider view, taken from a statistical analysis

of materials from the Fasti,on the churches in Angus and Mearns.

Dundee is an interesting place to study. Within the town walls, it

had enshrined a radical tradition since the Reformation, including the

covenant movement in the 1630s and 1640s; outside, the hinterland was

notably conservative at least at the end of the century. There being no

other study of a locality at the Revolution era, this thesis is offered

as a contribution to understanding Scotland in the Revolution, in

Spinoza's phrase, facies totius universi.
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Abbreviations

[Manuscripts]

D.C.M.B. Dundee Council Minute Book

D.G.S.M.B. Dundee General Session Minute Book

D.P.M.B. Dundee Presbytery Minute Book

L.F.K.S.M.B. Lundie and Fowlis Kirk Session Minute Book

R.S.F. Records of the Synod of Fife

R.U.P. The Records of the United Presbyteries

[Printed primary sources]

A.P.S. The Actsofthe Parliamentsof Scotland

R.P.C. RegisterofthePrivyCouncilofScot1and

[Secondary sources]

Fasti Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae
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Chapter 1 The background

1, The general background(1)

Although the Restoration of Charles II was generally well received

in Scotland in 1661, episcopalian church government, which he imposed

on the country by the Act of Rescissory repealing all the Acts of

parliament since 1640, was no longer high in popular esteem. The move

can be understood as a return to James VI's episcopacy. The Church of

Scotland in the Restoration era was an episcopalian church without any

definite liturgy or confirmation of children by bishops.

Several bishops were accordingly appointed and consecrated. The next

step of the government was to prohibit conventicles in 1662 and to pass

the 'Mile Act.' in August 1663. The latter Act separated the deprived

ministers from their parishes. According to I.B.Cowan, the total number

of non-conforming ministers was over 300 within the 952 parishes in

Scotland. Particularly in Galloway, 34 ministers were deprived in the

37 parishes(2). In addition to these moves, the Court of High

Commission was revived. This series of repressive policies was led by

the Earl of Rothes and James Sharp, Archbishop of St Andrews.

The Pentland rising, which occurred as a desperate resistance

against these oppressive policies in Nov. 1666 was subdued, but gave

the government an opportunity to reconsider its policy under John

Maitland, Earl of Lauderdale and Robert Leighton, Archbishop of

Glasgow. The First Indulgence was issued in 1669, allowing non¬

conforming ministers' possession of their manse, glebe and minimal

stipend on the condition of abiding 'peaceably and orderly'. The result

was division among presbyterian ministers. Furthermore, by the Second

Indulgence in 1672, a total of 136 ministers returned to their

parishes(3).



However, this policy was not completely successful, because the non¬

conforming party took advantage of the relaxation, and field

conventicles flourished again in South-West Scotland.

The third phase of the Restoration era was associated with renewed

persecution on the return of Alexander Burnet, Archbishop of Glasgow. A

royal proclamation 'obliging Heritors and Masters to keep their

dependents from Conventicles' was issued in June 1674. In the event,

this period witnessed the confrontation between armed conventicles and

the Highland Host, which was recruited from the Highlands and quartered

in the South-West of Scotland. This hostile atmosphere provoked the

assassination of James Sharp, Archbishop of St Andrews at Magus Muir in

Fife in May 1679 and the second rebellion of presbyterians. This

insurrection was on a larger scale than the Pentland rising; it.

consisted of an armed Conventicle which defeated government forces

under Graham of Claverhouse, but was then crushed at. Bothwell Brig by

the Duke of Monmouth on 22 June 1679. In all these events, laity were

as deeply involved as clergy.

As a result, of this, the third Indulgence was issued through the

influence of the Duke of Monmouth in June 1679. It. prohibited any field

conventicles, but allowed house meetings, although none who had taken

part in the rising were to be licensed to preach. Furthermore, all

fines for ecclesiastical offences not. amounting to treason were

remitted, and all imprisoned ministers not. involved in the late

rebellion were released with cautioners. On the other hand, in case of

further dissent, forceful and merciless penalties were invoked. This

affected a remnant, who would not be reconciled, the Cameronians, whose

challenge to the State remained aggressive.

In August. 1681, two acts were passed which opened new developments.

One secured the right, of hereditary succession to the throne of James,

Duke of York, who was openly Catholic. The other was the Test. Act,
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which required office holders to swear that they held the Protestant

faith as written in the Scots Confession of 1560 and to recognize the

king as supreme in all causes, temporal and spiritual. The

contradiction between Royal supremacy and the Scots Confession itself,

and the connection of this with the Succession Acts, were both highly

problematic. This caused the depositions of certain objecting ministers

whose number is estimated at between 30 and 80(4). At. the subsequent

accession of the Duke of York as a Catholic king, James VII in 1685,

resistance was shown initially by the unsuccessful rebellion of the

Earl of Argyll. Thereafter, the situation became increasingly fluid,

when the parliament openly opposed James' proposition of Catholic

Toleration. By the manipulation of offices, James tried to increase the

number of converts to Catholicism, but in vain. In order to make

Britain a Catholic nation, James pulled the wrong gear. Two Indulgences

were issued as royal letters; the first in 1686 granted to Catholics

the free private exercise of their religion: by the second in 1686, all

religious meetings except field conventicles were permitted. This Act

prompted the return of dissenting ministers from exile and banishment

and generated the setting up of an embryonic presbyterian structure in

some places in Scotland. In the South-West of Scotland, parishioners

began to withdraw from their parish churches.

The apparent establishment of a secure Catholic succession by the

birth of James' first son in 1688, brought about a coup d' etat in the

English court. William of Orange arrived at Torbay on 5 Nov. 1688 and

the flight of James VII from London followed on 23 Dec. At. that moment,

there was no civil or military power to sustain James' order available

to the Scottish Privy Council. Where the persecution had been severe in

the South-West, the episcopalian clergy was 'rabbled', the royal

chapel in Edinburgh was raided by the mob and the Jesuits were

expelled.
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Now, the situation was fluid. However, the Convention of Estates on

4 April 1689 resolved that James VII had forfeited the crown, which

implied a contractual monarchy. Then, on 11 April, the Claim of Right,

the equivalent of the English Bill of Rights, pronounced that the

biggest fault of James was being a papist, and then abolished prelacy.

Other constitutional changes from 1688 to 1690 will be mentioned later

on in this chapter. Then, on 13 April, it was decided that every

clergyman had to pray for King William and Queen Mary. On the same day,

the Articles of Grievance, which dealt mainly with the relationships

between legislature and executive, passed the Estates.

This Revolution was introduced to Scotland by the vacuum of power

and the collapse of James' support in England, though many magnates in

Scotland did not resist this change because James* Catholic policy

shown in his letter at the Convention in March had shocked them. The

exception was Viscount Dundee, John Graham of Claverhouse, who had been

the most faithful friend of James. He was sentenced as a 'rebel' as

early as 30 March 1689 by the Convention, and then driven to raise

armed resistance for the sake of James, mainly focusing on support in

the Highlands. The most important battle was fought at Killiecrankie,

where although the 'rebels' defeated Hugh Mackay, the army of William

on 27 July 1689, they lost their leader, Viscount Dundee. Thereafter,

armed resistance dwindled away.

Handled by the King's commissioner, George Leslie, the first Earl of

Melville, the parliament from 15 Apr. 1690 confirmed a moderate

presbyterian direction for the country. Presbyterian church government

modelled on the Golden Act of 1592 was settled, patronage was abolished

and the Act of Supremacy repealed, by which the ousted ministers of

1662 were restored to their original parishes. In addition, the

Committee of Articles was abolished. Such in brief, was the Revolution

Settlement.
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2, Thesocio-political meaning of the Revolution conflict in respect

of the kirk

When we examine local parish records, we often find no sign of any

disruption, and only minor changes occurring before and after the

Revolution. The overall impression is of continuity. However,

nationally, there was a great deal of discussion, fighting and

persecution over whether Scotland was to be shaped in the episcopalian

frame or in the presbyterian one. Was it so crucial a matter? In my

opinion, it was, as these two systems had different socio-political

meanings; in other words, each system was based on its own

interpretation of the relationship between God, King and people, and

struggled to promote its ideas throughout society. In this period, the

most important "broadcasting" was the pulpit; therefore, the form of

church government, involving the choice and outlook of the

"broadcaster" became a vital question.

So, what was the episcopalian socio-political belief system? The

episcopalian system accorded to the bishop a high religious and social

place in a hierarchy of order that was linked eventually to that of

the king himself. And the idea of hereditary kingship was in turn

supported by the religious mystery and consecrated as a divine

institution. Ultimately, this ideology justified the entire hierarchy

of traditional authority in society. For the Scottish ruling class,

which entirely consisted of landed families, the authorisation of

hereditary right was crucial for their legitimacy. Undisputable

kingship enshrined in the myth had an analogy to the stability of the

social hierarchy itself, implemented by primogeniture and the

privilege of the nobles and lairds(5). They did not intend again to be

criticized severely by an active presbytery as they had been in the

1640's.
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As for the bishops, they were supporters of royal policy,

collaborating with the nobles, although unlike in the reign of Charles

I, they did not attempt to subordinate the laity. In fact, "real

politics" was in the hand of a group of shrewd politicians, such as the

Earl of Lauderdale and the Earl of Rothes, along with Archbishop of St

Andrews, James Sharp, who was also described as a 'politician' by Julia

Buckroyd, but who was not allowed a dominant role.(6). However, in

terms of their place in national politics, bishops were a crucial

element, on account of their place in the Committee of the Articles,

which was revived as a strong means of royal control. Not only did the

bishops occupy a fourth of its seats, but they also had a major voice

in the election of all other members. In addition, the two Archbishops

were members of Privy Council. Other bishops also bore civil

responsibilities. George Wishart, for example, was a member of a

committee on taxation, of a commission for the universities and of the

commission for planting the kirks and valuation of teinds. In addition,

the bishops were in charge of the supervision of the Commissary Court,

which dealt with wills, divorce and debt cases.

In Glasgow and Aberdeen, the right to appoint the provost, baillies

and other officers of the town was at least formally retained in the

hand of the bishops. Even as public figures, they sometimes played

important role. For example, in 1668, the town of Aberdeen decided to

send the Bishop of Aberdeen to Edinburgh with another two delegates as

a negotiator, when the town of Aberdeen was about to have its liberties

curtailed. He was to talk with 'the bishop [of Edinburgh] and members

of the colledge and advyse wt them qt sould be done thereanent. and qt

course were best be taken'(7).

In church government, naturally they were in a primary position. The

bishop worked in conjunction with the synod where he had the veto. The

license to preach was given by the bishop. Usually clergymen were



presented by the patron, examined by the presbytery and approved by the

bishop, and ministers were subjected to discipline from the bishop.

Furthermore, excommunication was done only as an episcopal action.

These actions, however, were implemented on the premise of thorough

recognition of royal absolutism, under which a bishop abided. The king

could change the nature of church government as the result of the Act

of Supremacy. Besides, what mattered was the fact that the King had

free hand to appoint, move and discharge his bishops. For instance, in

1674 Bishop Ramsay of Dumblane was transferred to the diocese of the

Isles by Charles' order on account of his involvement with the movement

to call a National Synod(8). In fact, the bishops were chained with

royal authority.

On the other hand, in formal terms, in Scotland the Revolution of

1688-1690 brought more revolutionary change than in England. In the

Claim of Right, King James forfeited his throne because of his

wrongdoings, while the Bill of Right looked upon it as a voluntary

abdication. Therefore, the implication of the former suggested a

contractual monarchy. Secondly, it accused James of altering the

fundamental constitution from legal limited monarchy to an arbitrary

despotic power. The main points of the Claim of Right are as follows;

no papist could be the sovereign, or bear office in the kingdom; the

royal prerogative could not override law; the consent of parliament was

necessary for raising supply and parliament should meet frequently and

debate freely; torture was not to be applied as hitherto without

witness or in ordinary crimes; and prelacy was condemned as a 'great

and insupportable grievance and trouble to this nation'(9). In

addition, by the Articles of Grievances, the Lords of the Articles,

whose proposal were almost always ratified in the parliament and which

had been under royal control, were abolished. Therefore, the Scottish

parliament was working on a very different basis from Westminster.
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William and Mary were considered to be on the throne on the condition

of its acceptance.

The prayer for William and Mary, issued by the Convention on 13 Apr.

1689 caused many ministers to lose their charges. The total number of

deprivations, from 26 April to 7 Nov. was 182, although in this number

few ministers in the north were included(10).

Thus, the presbyterian church was established in 1690 in Scotland.

However, what are we to understand by presbyterian principle at this

point? The classical presbyterian church government had been described

in the Second Book of Discipline. The church which should be distinct

from the State was to be governed by a hierarchy of church courts: in

the Second Book of Discipline there were three layers of domestic

courts, General Assembly, synod and 'eldership', although in practice

in Scotland, there were presbytery and kirk session as the lower two

courts. Each consisted of ministers and representatives of the laity,

elders. The head of the Church was declared to be Jesus Christ,

implying that the authority of the General Assembly did not depend on

royal authority. In addition, parity between ministers was emphasized.

There were three socio-political implications to mention here.

First, presbyterians rejected churchmen's participation in politics as

a clerical estate. This prevented the royal manipulation of politics

through churchmen, such as took place under episcopacy. Secondly, even

though they insisted on the distinction between Church and State, since

the most important political issue in the seventeenth century concerned

religion and the power of the church to make its own decision, the

General Assembly's claim to autonomy was looked upon as theocracy by

the Scottish establishment. In the 1590's, and again in the 1640's the

ruling elites felt their traditional authority as leaders of the whole

of society to be under threat. After 1661, presbyterianism was

unpopular generally among them. Thirdly, in spite of the alarm felt by
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the ruling class, the form of presbyterian church government itself can

best be described as "oligarchy", unlike the more "democratic"

congregations of Puritan Independency in England(11). An important

person in the community (a noble or a laird) could often take the

leading role in the kirk session or presbytery, and thus bind the

church's will. In other words, it gave more scope for infiltration by

the landed class than was immediately apparent.

However, this classical presbyterianism was not fully acceptable to

the Scottish ruling elite at the Revolution, which was not brought

about at the grass roots in Scotland but by the establishment's

acquiescence in political affairs in England. Before 1688 the extreme

Presbyterians had been already shattered. On the other hand, Scottish

bishops were even more Jacobite than they were episcopalian. They could

not be the prop of the Williamite constitution as English bishops were.

Consequently, the only choice left to William was a presbyterian church

established by law. From the beginning, since church policy was at the

mercy of the King and this practice could not change overnight, this

church inevitably bore an "Erastian" character. Royal will or

parliamentary legislation, could change the ecclesiastical system, and

did change it frequently thereafter. Furthermore, the National Covenant

and the Solemn League and Covenant seem to have been forgotten except

by the Cameronian remnant. Concession to landed power above all was

shown in the Act abolishing patronage. Patronage was abolished, but the

right of the congregation was limited to approving or disapproving a

nominee proposed by the heritors and elders— thus avoiding any return

to a kirk beyond the socio-political control of the landed elite.

Mathieson said, 'the Revolution Settlement was really a conciliation in

all essential points of two opposing tendencies'(12).

Was the 1690 constitution then merely a compromise? Indeed, some

compromise was necessary for stabilizing the society, but in my
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opinion, the return of the ministers expelled in 1662, extinction of

the mystique of direct royal control and radiation of royal

prerogative, and the resurrection of an active presbytery instead of

the bishops, must have meant something to ordinary people in the

parishes. In Fife and Tayside, many heritors were Jacobites after 1690,

implying that they found themselves alienated from the presbyterian

constitution: they were not only loyal to James, but probably also

disliked and feared the social implications of the end of episcopacy.

Furthermore, in the course of 1690's, the General Assembly, began to

take its own initiatives. In 1692, a royal letter which encouraged the

kirk to receive back episcopalian ministers who expressed loyalty to

State and Crown and subscribed the confession of faith was directed to

the Assembly. However, after nearly a month, no progress had been made

on the proposal and the Assembly was dissolved(13). In 1698, the

Assembly met according to the appointment of the previous Assembly, and

the same thing happened in 1699, 1700 and 1701(14).

In conclusion, the constitution that forfeited King James and

recreated the active presbytery had a different base of social ideology

from the former one. Even if it was not a Melvillian ideology, it had

unsettling elements compared to the simple social subordination

associated with episcopacy.

3, The background of Dundee

The region North of Tay is known as a conservative area where the

episcopalian system was strongly held, and Dundee, which had been a

royal burgh since the fourteenth century(15), with around 11,000

inhabitants before Monk's devastation in 1651(16), and perhaps around

8,000 in the 1680's and the third or fourth largest in Scotland at that

time, is on the tip of this region. However, this does not by any means

indicate that the town of Dundee was always obedient to Restoration

authority or the unswerving ally of King James. Religious dissent
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existed, including holding some conventicles. A series of disputes

between the town council and the royally appointed Constable was

apparent from the Privy Council records. Furthermore, at the

Revolution, Viscount Dundee rode the circuit of the town defences only

to find the walls guarded and the gates firmly closed to him. The

citizens stood firmly on the Revolution side(17). So, the purpose of

this section is to see what happened in Dundee in the Restoration era

from the Privy Council records.

In 1651, Dundee suffered from the terrible destruction by Monk, from

which recovery was slow and partial. Then in 1661, the restoration of

traditional government began. The provost and baillies of Dundee asked

Privy Council 'to deliver to them several canon [sic] belonging to the

said burgh which was seized by the English at storming of the said

town'(18). But that restoration was opposed by a candidate for

treasurer who refused the post(19), though we cannot know the reason

for his refusal.

There were moreover religious non-conformists. On 4 March 1673, the

town authority was worrying about how to deal with a prisoner, Laurence

Dundas of ardent covenanting belief. He was described as 'a person of a

very turblent. spirit of fanatick principell, disaffected from the

present government*. He was influential as well and did 'sow much

sedition amongest the neighbour'(20). Privy Council decided that he

should be transported to Edinburgh. There are also abundant indications

of conventicles in Dundee. A missive of 1674 from Privy Council said,

'concerning conventicles in your burgh,' 'to be carefull in suppressing

conventicles'(21). In the same year, Dundee was referred to as one of

the places where field conventicles were held(22). In addition, the

Magistrates of Dundee were scolded 'yow have not proceidit. according to

the Councils proclamation'(23). We find four references to conventicles

held in Dundee from 1676 to 1680. The preacher at the conventicle of



1678 was sent to the Edinburgh Tolbooth, and the other participants

were fined or imprisoned(24).

On 30 Sep. 1679, after the battle of Bothwell Brig, a declaration

against the covenant was required of all public office holders(25).

Judging from the Privy Council records, the town of Dundee was

reluctant to sign it. The office holders in Dundee 'most, undutifully

neglected to obey this enactment and do continue in exercise of their

offices, at least have not reported the signing the said Declaration

as required'(26). However, taking the Test was seemingly done

smoothly(27). During the period of 1681-84, no activities of

covenanters in Dundee were apparent at all.

As the time went by, however, especially in the reign of James VII,

once again we encounter references to conventicles. Patrick Maxwell of

Tilline was held as a prisoner in Dundee accused of attending and

holding conventicles in 1685. Being no more than an 11 year-old boy, he

was set free(28). Then a list of presbyterian preachers who preached

from 4 Feb to 12 July 1688 appeared in the Privy Council records

including five in the town who held domestic conventicles and were

discovered by baillies(29). At this stage they were no longer secret.

Now, let us consider secular affairs. Dundee town council

experienced many disputes with neighbouring nobles and lairds during

the Restoration era.

The first instance concerned jurisdiction over two sheep stealers

apprehended by the sheriff of Forfar, the Earl of Southesk, and

detained in Dundee Tolbooth. The dispute began with the petition of the

Earl of Southesk on 9 Dec. 1675, who accused the Magistrates of Dundee

of not delivering up the two sheep stealers for trial. The town

insisted that the apprehension took place within the burgh, so they had

jurisdiction. Abruptly, a third party came in. He was Charles Maitland

of Halton, Treasurer-Depute, the successor of the Earl of Dundee and



the hereditary Constable of the burgh. He presented documents which

argued his right of jurisdiction as Constable. Eventually, on 17 Feb

1676 Privy Council ordered 'the said burgh of Dundy to delyver to the

Lord Threasurer Deput, Constable of Dundy, or his deputts'(30). The

comment on this judgment by a contemporary, Lord Fountainhall one of

the Senators of the College of justice, was that 'the judgment was not

justified in law, as the jurisdiction of Constables only extended to

the maintenance of the king's peace, especially during the time of the

fairs held in the burgh'(31). Thus, I suspect that this verdict was

unfair, influenced by the political power of his brother, John Maitland

1st Duke of Lauderdale.

Another series of disputes over jurisdiction broke out in 1676

between the Constable and the Magistrates. The first case concerned a

certain George David, who beat and wounded Andrew Anderson, and then

took refuge in the house of Sir David Nevoy. According to the report of

the Constable, some members of the town council 'did threatten to

committ great disorders if the said George Davie were not delyvered to

them'; they gathered around that house and eventually possessed him.

Secondly, the Dundee Magistrates tried Joseph Abercrombie, who had shed

the blood of George Collace, and proceeded to judge, imprison and fine

him, regardless of the protest of the deputy of the Constable. Thirdly,

the Constable Charles Maitland of Halton, imprisoned James Chrystie for

a riot or an offence committed by him during a fair, which had been

thought to be definitely within the Constable's jurisdiction. However,

by giving command to the jailor, the town council released him.

Then, these three cases were appealed by the Constable to higher

authority and in consequence Privy Council took a severe attitude

towards the Dundee Magistrates. They were judged to be 'in high

contempt of his Majesties authority and disobedience to the Councills

...[and to] have encroached upon the possession of the Constables



jurisdiction'. The provost, George Brown was removed, and the baillies,

George Fairnie and Alexander Kirkaldy were also discharged. In

addition, an election by the rest of councillors of the burgh to fill

these vacancies was ordered by Privy Council(32).

Seemingly, this clash aroused strong passions. The description by

the Constable that 'the inhabitants of the said burgh [were] hounded

out and countenanced by George Broune, provost, Alexander

Kirkcaldy....' shows widespread discontent, among the burghers against

the latest verdict of Privy Council in favour of the Constable.

Supported by popular dissatisfaction, the town council went to the

extreme of freeing the prisoner kept by the Constable. The result was a

direct change of town government by order from above. The town

councillors and town people of Dundee in 1676 appeared to be

considerably subversive, and Privy Council's firm support of Charles

Maitland by maintaining an unfair judgment was palpable as well.

The next dispute concerned the patronage of a minister in Dundee,

between the Magistrates and Charles Maitland in March 1681. The

petitioner to Privy Council was Dundee town council. William Rait, one

of three ministers in Dundee died in 1679(33). The candidate put

forward as the successor by the town council was his son, Robert Rait.

They recommended him to the Bishop of Brechin for trials. However,

claiming to be the patron, the Constable, Lord Treasurer-Depute offered

a presentation to Alexander Irvine. The Bishop of Brechin consequently

delayed the proceedings, though Robert Rait had already had been tried

by the bishop and allowed by the presbyteryof Dundee. The petitioner's

supplication to Privy Council was that 'George, Bishop of Brechen, may

be charged to admit the said Mr Robert Raitt., or allege a reason for

refusing, and that Mr[Alexander] Irving's admission be meantime

stopped'.
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Then, the town insisted that since the Reformation, by common

consent between ministers and the town, ministers had been paid from

town funding. The content of their salary was supplied by 'partly

burdening their oune common good therewith and partly by the

contribution' with 'no right nor possession of any teinds'.

Furthermore, the Lord Treasurer-Depute's predecessor, heritors of

Dudhope, who had been the patrons, never contended their patronage nor

claimed to call the ministers.

The Lord Treasurer-Depute put his case as follows. First of all,

he said that not only the inhabitants of Dundee but also the heritors

of landward parish, along with their tenants and others, were the

audience of the ministers on the occasion of joint communions, so there

was a wider interest in the call. As for the patron's charter, it

originated in 1587 when James Scymegeour of Dudhope had obtained His

Majesty's charter, ratified in the parliament in 1594. This right had

then been handed over to the successor of Dudhope :viz. to the

Constable. At the time of National Covenant, the town 'takeing the

advantage of these rebelliones and threatning [sic] the Constable with

his loyaltie', did urge the Constable to give a stipend to a catechist

and, obtained the vicarage. Then the time came when all patronage was

suppressed. In 1662, however, patronage was restored, thus, the

patronage 'can be no part of their possession'. As for the allegation

of supporting ministers by way of contribution and agreement, 'the

Theasurer-Deput. thinks not himself concerned therin'. Even if Robert

Rait passed the examination by the presbytery, again he 'thinks not

himself concerned in any Presbyterian call[,] nor can it prejudge his

right'. Furthermore, he claimed that Robert Rait's preaching in Dundee

was a gross invasion of his right.

The Privy Council's decision was to refer the matter to the Lords

of Session(34). The result was that Robert Rait was admitted to the
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Kirk at Dundee before 11 Sep. 1682, while Alexander Irvine entered upon

the vacant pastorate of Inverkeithing and Rosyth on 22 Jan 1682(35),

patronage of which was also owned by the Constable of Dundee.

The action of the Constable was indeed high-handed. None could deny

that it was Dundee's custom that the town had sustained the ministers

since the Reformation. In spite of this, he tried to take advantage of

the contemporary anti-presbyterian atmosphere within the ruling class

by referring to the 1640's as follows; 'the whole ministers of this

kingdom were admitted to churches as vaiked[vacat.ed] by a call from the

people only (according to the vitious custome of the Presbyterians and

phanaticks to this day)'.

However, Maitland fell because of malpractice with public funds by

1683(36). It was John Graham of Claverhouse (Viscount Dundee) who came

up to the fore as Constable instead. On 22 June 1685 a royal letter

insisted that the new Constable be recognized as the first Magistrate

of the burgh. This letter was to be formally recorded and the extract

given to Claverhouse and to the town(37).

The following year on 28 Oct., along with Perth and Haddington,

Dundee was told that their councillors would be appointed directly by

James VII; Claverhouse was instructed to confirm this royal decree.

Then, on 9 Nov. a royal letter from Whitehall was directed to the

councillors and deacons of crafts of Dundee. Subsequently, on 25 Nov.

Privy Council endorsed it. It said that 'such whom his Majestie judges

most loyall and ready to promote his service most forward to support

the good and interest of the said burgh' would be appointed. The

provost was Alexander Rait(38). The last royal nomination of the town

council, which appointed Viscount Dundee as the provost, was held on 4

Feb. 1688(39). This point was apex of the despotism over the town

government.



It was this infringement of the ancient liberty of the burgh that

unleased aggressive feeling as soon as royal absolutism was overturned.

The Act of the Parliament of Scotland on 12 Apr. 1689 spoke furiously

about 'these [invasions] of Dundee in the electione of ther magistrats

By recommendationes and nominationes made by the late King in ane

arbitrary and Despotik way,' and it ordered new elections by burgesses

as soon as possible(40).

In conclusion, Dundee was not a quiet nor obedient burgh in the

Restoration era at all. There was religious discontent, shown by the

several conventicles on record. However, even if these non-conformists

were a minority, the encroachment of the city's liberty indicated in

the disputes over jurisdiction and patronage, and in the appointment of

the councillors by the royal letter above all frightened Dundonians.

The town oligarchy would be the most affected by these developments,

and therefore, naturally the gate of the city was closed against

Viscount Dundee in 1689.

4, The organisation of the burgh of Dundee

The inhabitants of Dundee fell into two categories: burgess and non-

burgess. The male children of the burgesses were automatically

burgesses themselves. Strangers could obtain burgess status through

purchase, or sometimes as a gift. In certain cases, an apprentice

craftsman or tradesman who worked faithfully could become a burgess at

a reduced price. The name of the burgess was written in the 'lokkit

buik', which was not opened except, in front of the provost, baillies

and council. As the status of burgess was highly valued, not a few

people tried to find a loophole for entry. The treasurer sometimes gave

a certificate of burgesship without the sanction of the Magistrates.

Therefore, on 10 Jan. 1598, the town council said 'none sail be

receivit burgess heirefter except he pay the ordinary sum and

accidents'(41).
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Being a burgess implied duty and privileges. His duty was to

maintain the right and strengthen the liberty or the immunities of the

town including military service, while non-burgesses or unfreedmen were

denied the liberty of buying and selling at profit. For example, they

had to sell imported goods at a reasonable price to the burgesses and

the council.

The town council, consisted of 19 or 20 members; 1 provost, 4

baillies, 1 dean of guild, 1 treasurer, 1 shoremaster, 1

hospitalmaster, 1 kirk master(42), 1 deacon convener, 1 councillor to

the guild, and 8 councillors. After 1604, in Dundee there was

representation of 3 craftsmen(43). The council was held irregularly

according to necessity. The provost and the 4 baillies were, so to

speak, the exective and were termed the Magistrates. They dealt with

the town's matters, including carrying out the directions of central

government, always in accordance with decisions of the council, in

other words, the council gave them precise directions and the baillies

had to report to the council in detail. In addition, it was from the

provost and the 4 baillies that the commissioner of the burgh to the

parliament or to the convention of Royal burghs was chosen. As the

council was concerned in every payment made by the treasurer, his

attendance on the council was indispensable; he had also to estimate

the cost of new plans, for example, building a new harbour and judging

what was possible or not by the inspection on site. It was also his

responsibility to collect the town's rent and revenue. Apart from the.

treasurer, the shoremaster, the hospitalmaster, kirkmaster and the dean

of guild each had their own accompts examined by the other councillors

annually. The shoremaster was the leader of the skippers and collected

dues from the ships in the harbour. The hospital master was in charge

of the hospital, which provided accommodation for poor burgesses.

(Poor relief for non-burgesses was done by the town church.) The
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kirkmaster dealt with the property of the church. The allocation of the

seats of the church was also decided by him. Under the dean of guild,

there was held the meeting of the guildry, which was for burgess

merchants. Under the authority of the guildry, there were several

trades called pendicles, which were less privileged than the 9 trades.

The masons, the slaters, the wrights, the maltmen were included in this

category. The deacon convener was the chief representative of the 9

deacons of crafts. He could call the convener court. The 9 crafts

consisted of the baxters, the cordiners, the skinners, the tailors, the

bonnetmakers, the fleshers, the hammermen, the weavers and the

walkers(fullers or clothmakers). The deacons of the 9 crafts were

sometimes called in to the council to join the decision-making and took

part in the every election of the councillors as well.

The election of the 20 councillors was held annually in the week

proceeding Michaelmas (the end of September). The 4 baillies in the old

council remained within the new council either with their offices, or

as simple councillors. First of all, by the old body, 10 people were

named for a leet from which would be chosen 5 new merchant councillors

and 7 people were named for 3 new craft councillors. Then, 8 new

councillors were decided by voting. After the oath of de fedeli had

been taken by the new councillors, the old and new body drew up a leet

of 2 candidates for the provost, 8 for the baillies, 2 for the

treasurer and 2 for the dean of guild. The next council day, the 9

deacons of crafts being called in, 1 provost, 4 baillies, 1 treasurer,

1 dean of guild were elected, and then they took the oath. On the third

election day, the new body elected a kirkmaster out of the former 4

baillies, then, 1 shoremaster, 1 hospitalmaster, 1 councillor to the

guild were chosen and took the oath as well. In addition, a collector

of fines, and the stentmasters who 'stented'( in other words, estimated

the cess or tax on the property) were chosen annually by the council.
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This whole electoral process can be described as a choice from the

inner circle or an oligarchy, which was not exceptional in the early

modern Scottish burgh.
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Chapter 2 The town council of Dundee

1, Introduction

The burgh of Dundee was deeply involved in the Revolution of 1688-90.

How this national political change affected the third largest city of

Scotland may be summarized in three ways. First, there were certain

changes in Dundee local politics, though not a complete overhaul: these

amounted to the return of traditional forms of election of the

councillors, a new readiness to listen to complaints, especially from

brewers about malt tax, and a change of personnel, for example, the

town's advocate. They also expressed a keen concern to obtain a new

Constable of their own interest, and for that, purpose, they had a

contact with as far afield as London. Secondly, the town of Dundee was

seriously committed to the war against the Highlanders, from 1689 to

1690. Dundee was one of the most important bases for Mackay. The war

burden of the town is apparent both from the Privy Council records and

town records. Many soldiers were quartered in the town, and as a matter

of course, providing food supply and levies became the duty of the

town. At the audit of the treasurer's account on 2 May 1691, the

town's deficit amounted to 6384 lib scots. Needless to say, this

entailed serious economic effects for Dundee. Thirdly, the fact that

the change of ecclesiastical personnel followed the change of politics,

not the other way around, was a characteristic feature of the

Revolution in Dundee. The new council quickly sacked two ministers who

had not prayed for King William and Queen Mary, persuaded the parson,

Henry Scrymsour not to demit and sent baillies to the committee of the

General Assembly. They grasped the initiative to call presbyterian

ministers in order to grasp the patronage which they believed they had.

Fortunately, their strategy succeeded. Apart from these political-

military-ecclesiastical events, the town council records display a

continuity in ordinary concerns like maintaining the clear distinction



between burgess and non-burgess and attending to public health. When

there was any important announcement from the town authority, drummers

went around the town and the information was transmitted vocally. The

social concerns of the town council are part of our story.

2. Changesin local politics

On 27 March 1688, King James had nominated 19 councillors, with 9

deacons of trades, continuing the practice established in 1686. The

provost at this point was changed from Alexander Rait to Viscount

Dundee(1). This membership went on until 27 Feb. 1689.

However, the fact that this council were royal nominees did not

necessarily imply that the members were obedient to central government

or other local authorities. Rarely did the provost, Viscount Dundee

attend the council. Then the burgh's strong attitude towards the

authority of a local sheriff was shown in an Act of 9 Apr. 1688. The

town authority was informed of the sheriffmair's(2) arrival in the city

in order to distribute copies of summons and charges. Such an action by

authority of the sheriff was acknowledged as 'contrarie to the towns

rights and priviledges' by the town council. Any inhabitant whom the

sheriffmair approached was to apprehend him immediately and deliver him

to the Magistrates. If he became 'rebellious', the inhabitant was to

ask the help of the town's officers or neighbours(3). The town never

conceded anything in disputes over jurisdiction to other authority.

Another instance of the town's resistance to central power, which

was still in the hands of King James on 15 Nov. 1688, was their reply

to a letter from Privy Council which ordered the town to send 46 men as

soldiers. However, the town council insisted 37 was an appropriate

number(4). Interestingly, such resistance disappeared after the

Revolution.

Even before the conspiracy broke in Nov. 1688, the rumour of

insecurity, seemingly, ran all over the two kingdoms. In response to
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this, the Magistrates were ordered by Privy Council 'to secure all the

gun powder within the burgh To be secured by ym [sic] for his majesties

service in this burgh' on 25 Oct. 1688. Each baillie was instructed to

go to each district to buy up gun powder(5).

Within 1688, despite James' expulsion, the town's administration

was maintained as usual. When the English "Bloodless Revolution" was

completed, the town's guard was temporarily dissolved on 13 Dec.

1688(6) and the night guard was suspended on 17 Jan. 1689(7).

Although it had little historical importance, an incident occurred

which reflected the changing political aspect on 27 Feb. 1689. Patrick

Kinch, for himself and as the representative of several other sons and

freemen apprentices, claimed that, they should be electors of the

commissioner of the Convention of Estates called by 'his highness the

Prince of Orange'(In fact the Convention was held from March 1689.). In

his own opinion, he was a burgess, since he paid money to the

treasurer, and therefore he was entitled to be an elector, although he

refused to take the oath, which had been made 'in the tyme of

Poperie'. After discussion by the councillors, his claim was

rejected(8).

This seems to have been odd; Kinch questioned the burgess oath,

which had been taken throughout the post-Reformation era without

arousing problems before. His intention perhaps was just causing

trouble. Even so, this is the only entry which testified that ordinary

citizens perceived any new coming of genuine Protestantism into

national politics. The other apparent fact was that before the

Convention of Estates in April, in the eyes of Dundonians, William was

'his highness', not 'His Majestie'; in other words, William's victory

was not decisive at that point. Anyway, this meeting was to be the last

one by the councillors appointed by King James.
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Then, there is a gap between 27 Feb. and 20 Apr. 1689, not only of

two dates but of a blank on the actual paper of the town council

records. The blank was one page long. It suggests that something

happened at that point, and that the town clerk was going to record it

later on but that somehow he could not do so. Instead, the blank was

lef t.

However, far more clearly, the Acts of Parliament of Scotland, or

in this case, the records of the Convention tell us what was happening

in the gap. It said on 12 April 1689 'the present magistrats and

Council of the said Burgh, are not ther true magistrats and Council by

them freely elected' so, 'the saids liberties and priviledges were

originally granted to make a new choice'. The town clerk James

Wedderburne was instructed by the Act of the Convention to convene the

'wholl burgesses' on 18 Apr. in order to hold election of the council

and the deacons of crafts. Then, based on the list for 20 persons,

'according as the plurality of votes shall determine'(9). A state of

chaos may have been generated within the burgh of Dundee concerning the

legitimacy of the council appointed by King James, associated with the

collapse of James' regime. At the same time, this way of the election

by 'wholl burgesses' was also against tradition. This election marked

an entirely new start which wiped out the royal despotism. The Act made

clear that the new councillors would last, till the following September

and that the customary election then would be held. In spite of the

risk entailed by breaking the traditional electoral system which

assured the continuance of town oligarchy, William's side dared to get

rid of James' influence from the town.

The 'lawfullie elected magistrats and counsell of the sd burgh'

chosen by the 'plurality of votes of the burgess' which sentence echoed

the former Act of the Convention, now appear in the town council

records. There were no members of the retiring council except James



Stewart and John Nicoll. The new provost was James Fletcher(10). He

must have been a well-trusted man, for he was re-elected as provost in

Sep. 1689, Sep.1690 and Sep.1691 as well. However, in spite of his good

reputation, we can not identify him as a consistent presbyterian, for

he had subscribed the Test Act on 29 Sep. 1685 as the Provost.

Furthermore, not only Fletcher, but also Thomas Mundie, Patrick

Balnavis, John Scot, John Duncan, Alexander Blair, James Alison, James

Stewart, David Drummond and James Bowar became the members of the new

council in spite of their past, subscription of the Test Act(11). To

conclude, an overall feeling of being anti-James, anti-Viscount Dundee,

anti-oppressive external power and pro-town's liberty or privilege was

shared by many of the town establishment ousted by James, and political

changes in the centre favoured men with such feelings to take the

control of the council back into their own hands. Such men were not

necessarily presbyterians.

In fact, the new council reversed what had been done by the former

Magistrates, calling them 'the illegall magistracie'(12). For example,

the town's advocate Collin Mackenzie who was installed by the former

council on 9 Apr. 1688, was dismissed and the former advocate, James

Brisband was restored. According to their opinion,

he hath honestly and dilligently managed and gone about affair yrof
which care and dilligence for ye honor and good of the toune hath bein
the chief reasone why the said late illegall magistrals would not be
served by him (13).

This is the strongest expression of animosity to the former council in

the records.

On the political scene, the new council especially paid attention to

excluding Viscount Dundee's influence. First of all, the seats held by

him in East church were shared out among the Guildry. The Act

allocating him the seats was repealed on 2 May 1689(14), to the

humiliation of the former provost.



The associates of Viscount Dundee were hounded by the Magistrates of

Dundee, as the battle of Killiecrankie drew close. Restrictions were

imposed upon 'Claverhous fishers'. On 4 June 1689, a baillie James

Duncan, the treasurer, and the shoremaster were ordered to draw their

nets, bring back their fishing boats to the shore and bind them by

cables in order to interrupt their fishing(15). This tough measure was

carried out on 16 July, on the ground that the fishing rights properly

belonged to the burgh. The two fishermen were James Hill and Henry

Smyth, who were alleged to have been fishing 'by the speciall command

of John Viscount of Dundie', but eventually consented to withdraw from

fishing(16). This case can be considered as a commonplace dispute over

the burgh's right, applied to taking reprisals on Viscount Dundee for

invading their fishing right.

The other associate of Viscount Dundee who suffered a blow was a

former baillie, John Graham. On 15 June 1689, being accused of

'converse with the viscount of dundie'(17), he had to report either to

Privy Council or the Dundee town council by a bond, though this bond

was dissolved by his appearance at Privy Council on 19 Sep. 1689(18).

Later on, John Graham was appealed to the town's court for detaining

the dues on brewers in his hands, on the approval of the town council

on 30 Dec. 1690(19).

The most interesting figure to illustrate the nature of the

political change is Patrick Zeaman, who had been the treasurer

appointed by James on 25 Nov. 1686(20). On 26 Aug. 1689, as the captain

of Nethergate, he said that a certain baillie, 'James Alison....was a

villain and a rascall'. A baillie, James Duncan took the slander

seriously. He identified Zeaman as 'a rebell to the King', and then not

only fined him 100 pounds scots but also put him in prison 'dureing his

pleasure'. Consequently, Zeaman petitioned the council for his liberty,

as he was still in chains despite his payment of the fine. There was a



fierce discussion. Duncan said he was only answerable to Privy Council,

so he was ready to run the risk of going against the council's

decision. However, the voting favoured setting Patrick Zeaman free,

with the opposition of three councillors. Duncan would not even vote.

Zeaman was therefore set free(21). However, this was not the end of the

story. At the council on 14 Sep., the provost showed a letter from a

baillie, John Scot in Edinburgh, saying that. Patrick Zeaman 'should be

put [out] of his charge [as a captain]', for the reason of 'keeping

peace in the towne'. The consequent second discussion in the council

did not overturn the decision of the first, as they declared 'Patrick

Zeaman had committed no malverse nor done any wrong knowen to the

counsell wherby he deserves to be put of his captaines office'(22).

Then, nine days later, an entry reported the discharge of Zeaman from

the Captain because of 'dissobedience to the magistrats'(23). The final

and most bewildering twist to these events was that Patrick Zeaman was

elected the councillor to the guild at the following election on 1 Oct.

1689(24). Later in 1690, he became a baillie(25).

How can we interpret this curious series of events? First of all,

the first judgment of the council not to imprison him any longer

appeares to have been an impartial verdict, as he had merely slandered

a baillie and then paid the fine. However, Duncan's insistence on

detaining him longer, the opposition to setting him free, and Scot's

anxiety about peace reflected the authority's nervousness of unstable

conditions. Baillie Scot especially may have been reflecting central

government's concern for security within the burgh. Patrick Zeaman is

thought to have been an eminent and influential member of the town's

establishment. Thus, his deposition from the post of captain and his

immediate re-election to the council were an expression of the

council's uncertainty as to whether they should treat him as an enemy

or as a colleague, and they eventually chose the second way. It does
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not seem to me that he was a definite Jacobite. As such, the town

council tried to avoid useless confrontation and to alleviate confusion

within the burgh at a critical time.

In addition, the town council's concern about security in seeking

out Jacobites within the burgh, was shown in the entry on 4 June 1689

as follows. All burgesses and inhabitants were ordered to appear in

arms 'at the beat of the drum' on that, day under the threat not only of

paying penalties of 40 pounds scots but also of 'being represented as

dissaffected to the present government.'. The task of seeing this

carried out. was left to the captains(26). The same order was repeated

on 22 July 1690(27). This appears to be a considerably strict

examination of an individual's political preference. The control to

exclude confessed Jacobites was tight. However, no trace of disturbance

or confusion can be found in the successive entries. So we may suppose

that, all burgesses and inhabitants followed the council's direction.

A similar device to test, the loyalty of the town's officials was

enacted on 19 Sep. 1689 by their taking 'the oath of alledgance to ther

majesties King William and Queen Mary'. This move conformed to the

proclamation of Privy Council on 2 Sep. 1689(28). The oath was renewed

at every election; in other words, new officials took both the

traditional oath of de fideli and the new oath of allegiance to the

King and Queen. At least within Dundee, William's regime was confirmed

in this way.

In order to win a firm base of support, among the burgesses, it was

necessary for the new council at least to appear as reformists. For

that purpose, they had to do what the former did not. do, or at least

had to speak out. in these terms. Here is a small example. On 17 July

1689, Barbara Milne was given liberty, who 'has bein un.just.lie detained

and keeped in the tolbooth this long tyme bygone without any decret or

legall dilligence against, her'(29). This verdict emphasized the
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injustice of the former council, suggesting that such an injustice was

to be removed by the new one.

The other new trend was to give the burgesses the chance to

complain. Just after the election in the autumn of 1689, it was

intimated that any complaint from anyone about the town officials would

be accepted and heard on the next council day(30). Furthermore, this

seems to have became an annual event(31). Actually, other kinds of

petitions were also listened to. 'Several inhabitants complained of the

expenses for taking care of wounded soldiers in the inhabitants' own

house. In response to this plea, the council very vaguely suggested

paying 6 pennies a day(32). When a large consensus was needed, a wide

area of opinions were canvassed. In Jan. 1690, the opinions of guildry,

'the best and most substantiall burgess' and nine trades were gathered

through their councillors (the dean of guild and the deacon convener),

and expressed to the town council, concerning the expenses of the

burgh's fortification(33). Certainly, the town council consciously

tried to avoid the criticism of being arbitrary.

However, the issue of the brewer's tax, which was the subject of

frequent petitions for it to be alleviated, caused something of a

headachewas the seed of much headache for the Dundee town council.

This tax was often called the 'kings gift:', which derived from the

fact that King James VII had granted the right of collecting a tax on

malt to several noblemen, and royal burghs including Dundee, for their

own revenue(34). Maybe James tried to soften their opposition to his

policy with the grant. However, in the case of Dundee, 2 merks (1 pound

6 shilling 8 pennies) per boll was, in fact, a very heavy tax, thus,

this must have appeared as a devil's present for the brewers.

In the reign of James, on 24 March 1688, a bail lie John Graham was

appointed as the collector, and was ordered 'to wait upon ye milnes' by

the council(35).
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After the regime had been overturned, two maltmen from Dundee were

reported in the council of 29 June 1689 to have 'given in ane pet.it.ione

to the parliament ffor reduceing the late kings gift'. On hearing the

news, the council was obliged to discuss 'what answer they thought, fitt.

of to make yrto', along with the 9 deacons of crafts. Then the answer

indicated by voting within the meeting was that they could not accept,

the petition, because the two maltmen's proposal of 10 shilling per

boll was not acceptable and there was the great, need of substantial

revenue on account, of the huge town debt, and obligations of military

service(36).

Seemingly, the brewers really were suffering from the heavy tax,

rather that just, wanting to take advantage of the political change of

power. According to another petition to Privy Council by two 'tacksmen

of excyse of the shyre of Fyfe and Angus' on 27 June 1689, brewers were

being compelled to leave their brewing or to become totally

impoverished, and some refused to pay(37). In the face even of such a

strong protest as a parliamentary petition, however, the council and 9

deacons of craft would not give away anything. The reasons given for

the rejection were probably honest, ones. Presumably, they were dismayed

by the fact that, they had to depend on the extortionate gift offered by

King James to restore their critical financial situation.

However, ultimate victory fell to the brewers, although it. needed

time. They refused to pay the 'kings gift.', so the town council was

obliged to discuss it. again on 4 Feb. 1690(38). After that, a

negotiated solution was sought.. A contract, drawn up by the maltman was

presented for discussion to the council on 26 Apr. 1690 in the presence

of certain deacons of crafts. The fairly long draft said:(1)The tax

should be 10 shilling per boll for 11 years. (2)Brewers should be given

the same privilege as the other trades or as the merchant guild, for

example, admission to office in Dundee. (3)No additional tax nor
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imposition should be made. (4)The necessary horses and men that the

brewers were obliged to furnish should be retained within the burgh

against military conscription. (5)No additional burden of military

service should be laid on brewers and their horses. In spite of the

length of the draft, there was only a short comment in the town council

record, that 'they repelled' the proposals because the draft did not

fit with 'the old customs and constitutions of the said burgh'(39).

The fight was patiently continued by the brewers after this

disappointment. Finally, on 7 Oct. 1690, the council ordered the

present and the former Magistrates, treasurer and the deacon convener

to meet the brewers and discuss the tax on the malt.(40). 'After mature

deliberations', the price of the tax was reduced from 2 merk to 10

shilling for seven years, dated from 1 0ct.(41). On 21 Oct. 1690, this

time 'the draught of the contract betwixt the town and the brewers was

presented and red and approven by the counsell and deacons of craft.'.

Then the approvals of guildry and convener court through the dean of

guild deacon convener were required. On the same day, the town council

admitted that maltmen, other trades and workmen had been called upon

for military service 'beyond yr equall share and proportione'. So no

more brewers or trademen were to be mustered or used for other public

duty, and a way to share the burden more equitably was to be

considered(42).

This marked a real victory for the brewers. They had stuck to the

figure of 10 shillings per boll and got it. It. is calculated to be a

62.5% discount.(43) . In addition, they were relieved from the military

burden, which they had complained about in the former draft. They

requested representation for brewers on the council, because they

thought that, their unfair burden was the result of their lack of such

representation. Although they failed in their last demand, they were



probably satisfied with the answers as a whole, as there were no

further petitions from them.

This was a defeat for the town council, since though they still

urgently needed sufficient revenue, they were forced to concede. The

reason may be that the council wanted to avoid any disturbance within

the town, while they were confronting the still recalcitrant

Highlanders. Another speculation is that the brewers continuously

boycotted paying, so the council was compelled to compromise. Anyway,

by this move the council may have disassociated themselves from the

infamy of being considered an exploiter.

The Constable of Dundee had long been the enemy of the town

council, as is explained in Chapter 1, and the death of Viscount Dundee

at Killiecrankie on 27 July 1689 must have satisfied them. On hearing

the news, the Magistrates on 5 Aug. rushed to Privy Council to petition

to take over the Constable's jurisdiction and dues during the August

fair, and the customs, but in vain. Privy Council appointed the Earl of

Leven as temporary Constable and secured the customs(44). Both sides

had their eye on obtaining the revenue from the customs, but the more

powerful won.

To have a less intrusive person as Constable was, in fact, an

urgent issue for the town council. In order to achieve this aim, they

began to act from 23 Sep. 1689. Baillie Scot in Edinburgh, first, made

contact with the Earl of Leven, the keeper of the Edinburgh Castle and

a son of the Earl of Melville( the Secretary of State, George Leslie)

and through him handed over a letter from Scot to Melville 'in favor of

this burgh' which 'he [Earl of Leven] sent up to Baillie Blair who is

present at London inclosed within his [Leven's] cover'(45).

A former baillie, Alexander Blair ended his mission successfully in

Dec. 1689. Not only did the Earl of Melville promise to act in the

matter of the Constabulary as favourably to Dundee as possible,
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allowing no others into office, but Blair procured an assurance from

his two secretaries to remind Melville of the promise(46). The town's

eagerness to secure a favourable Constable was thus shown in a perfect,

example of lobbying, the central figure agreeing to pay attention to

the problem free of charge, possibly considering the large war burden

on the burgh. In fact, conflict between the town and external power

became less frequent after the Revolution.

We may conclude that, in Dundee the anger against James' absolutism

brought about by the behaviour of Viscount Dundee was considerable and

fierce. That was why all James' men were ousted, the seats of Viscount

Dundee in the Church were soon taken away, his fishermen were

persecuted and the burden of 'the late kings gift.' was so hated and

eventually alleviated. The other side of the coin was that even before

Nov. 1688 there were not. many committed Jacobites. This explains the

less radical nature of the Revolution in this town. After expelling

their enemies, the main task of the town council was to stabilize the

town, to support Mackay and shape it into a loyal burgh for King

William.

3,Themilitaryburdenand worsening economic condition

Dundee was one of the major Lowland bases of fighting against, the

Highlanders along with Stirling, Perth and Aberdeen. As soon as the

town's new regime was established on 20 Apr. 1689, we find soldiers

staying in Dundee. On 22 Apr., an agreement, for soldiers' lodging in

private houses was reached; if there were too many soldiers in one

house, they should be transferred to another(47).

The provost., James Fletcher was ordered on 29 May 1689 by Privy

Council to secure and prepare 1000 bolls of meal and 200 bolls of

wheat, with the assurance of being paid back(48).

Furthermore, with the background of impending war against Viscount

Dundee, the council on 17 May directed each baillie to go to his
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allocated district 'to view all hazarsome weal [wall] and defective

places' in its defences, then to discuss necessary action as a whole,

and make contact with the provost in Edinburgh(49).

Dundee was a bastion on water as well as land. The order of the

Convention of Estates for securing any kind of boats passing through

the river Tay and taking notice of 'suspect.' persons was carried out

accordingly by the council. The burgh's action is confirmed by the

content of a Privy Council decree on 19 June 1689(50).

The middle of 1689 witnessed the most serious aspect of the war. The

Magistrates of Dundee were instructed by Privy Council to ensure the

security of express correspondence between Mackay and central

government on 2 and 3 July 1689(51). Subsequently, along with Perth,

the baxters in Dundee were ordered on 25 July by Privy Council to bake

2000 pounds weight of biscuit as military provisions(52).

Despite the death of Viscount Dundee, the war went on and soldiers

were quartered in the town continuously. By the decree of Privy Council

on 15 Aug. 1689, a new levy was conducted in Dundee(53). On 10 Jan.

1690, seamen in Dundee were convoked again by the order of Privy

Council through the Magistrates(54).

A proposal by Colonel Ramsay, to build three barricades within

Dundee was approved in the council by voting on 27 Feb. 1690(55),

showing that an attack from the North was still feared.

However, the final stage was not far away. The town was appointed

to receive the defeated rebels like the Earl of Buchan, John Oglivy of

Inshewan, etc, and the council was commissioned to take the prisoners

to Edinburgh on 19 Aug. 1690(56).

Various roles were thus played by the burgh. Throughout two war

years, soldiers were quartered in Dundee, and 'entertained' by

individuals in the town, some of them being those who had not paid

cess. The inhabitants in Dundee were all made to collaborate directly,
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or indirectly. Men in the burgh were conscripted to serve as soldiers

or seamen. Horses were also commandeered and sent to the North.

Considerable amounts of food were needed at short notice. Additionally,

Dundee was an important base between Edinburgh and the battle fields in

the North, so correspondence had to be faithfully conveyed and orders

carried out. Apart from these commands, the town council was obliged to

pay considerable attention to the defence of Dundee itself.

In response to this heavy military burden on the town, though there

was no obvious riot, we can see a trace of discontent concerning the

town guard. On 29 June 1689, the council ordered 'each deficient who

are lyable in keiping of guard to be fyned in ffourtie Shilling

Scotts'(57). There were some disobedient people neglecting their duty

to be in the guard. What was going on may be more clearly understood

from another entry:

ther being a complaint given in be [by] the towne captains that the
soldier in yr companies dissorts ym and goes in to and mounts under
other captaines to the great confusione of the townes guards,

although the cause of the desertion is not known. Perhaps there was one

extremely unpopular captain. The argument in the council concerned

punishment by fining of both the soldiers who left their own captain

and the captains who received such soldiers. Despite the opposition of

three councillors against the fine, its imposition was approved(58). As

to complaint about the military burdens, we can recall the brewer's

allegation of being overburdened through the levy of men and horses.

The comparative calm shows that the town as a whole was on the side of

William, but the expense and inconvenience of being a bastion of his

cause was coupled with discontent and complaints.

Another consequence of war was steep inflation. It was easily

predictable that the sudden influx of soldiers quartered within the

town would disturb the balance between supply and demand to cause

inflation. The prices of several items were fixed by the town council,



but they were inevitably affected. The price of multure wheat increased

as follows. From 8 merks (05:06:08) on 1 March 1688(59), 07:00:00 on 19

Nov. 1689(60), 09:00:00 on 22 July 1690(61), 10:00:00 on 6 Jan.

1691(62), dropping to 07:00:00 on 3 Sep. 1691(63). Ordinary wheat cost

08:00:00 on 15 Oct. 1689(64), 08:00:00 on 14 Oct. 1690(65), and

07:00:00 on 15 Oct. 1691(66). The price of Logie bear was changed from

8 merk (05:06:08) on 3 May 1688(67) to 08:10:00 on 10 March 1691(68).

The apex of prices was the period from the end of 1690 to the beginning

of 1691. As for the price of multure wheat, there was an 87.5% increase

within two years. Then, when soldiers began to withdraw, inflation

began to slow down. However, as few people in Dundee made profit from

quartering the soldiers, the inflation brought great pain to the

majority who had to sustain their families on an unchanged income. They

simply could not afford to buy the same amount of food as before, so

they must have been compelled to eat as little as possible. The

disastrous effects of the inflation are apparent in the general session

records of Dundee as well, as will be explained later.

As a matter of course, other consequences of the war overshadowed

the town of Dundee and the council. The. council, one of whose chief

purpose was to play an important military role on William's side, also

paid attention to preventing any serious damage from the war and tried

to compensate for any damage as a caretaker of the community, though

whether sufficiently or not is hard to say.

By the order of Privy Council, the town council bought up all the

gun powder in the shops in Dundee(69), the expenses being met later by

the town. But usually what was ordered by Privy Council was, at least

in theory, paid for by the State. A Privy Council decree to Dundee

said, 'the samen [meals to soldiers] shall be satisfied and payed by

the public according to the ordinar rates of the countrey'(70).
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We find one example of the town's solicitude for the wives of men

called for militia service. On 15 Nov. 1688, 'ye pryce of ane peck or

half a peck of meall' were to be given to the poor wives whose husbands

were at the milit.ia(71). As mentioned before, the town council also

vaguely suggested that they would pay 6 pence a day for a wounded

soldier accommodated in a private house(72).

After the war, some compensation was made. On 21 Apr. 1691, 'in

consideratione of the loss [that] he susteined these yeirs bypast. by

the troupes and draglines' George Oglivie, tacksmen of hospital yard got

a reduction of the sum owed(73). From this entry we can see that the

hospital yard was used for military service, and so was unable to

produce enough to pay the full tack. Then, on the same day, 05:08:00

was paid to John Scot 'to the baggage horse yt went out to ther

majesties service'(74). Several officers of the town were rewarded 40

shilling each for 'for extraordinary pains they are at. in thir

troublesome tyme'(75). But, these instances did not amount to overall

compensation, instead, most of the burden is considered to have been

left uncompensated.

However, one of the most obvious consequences of the war can be

seen in the treasurer's account. On 25 Apr. 1689, there was an

accumulated debt of 13400 lib(76). The audit on 26 Sep.1689 showed a

further 2553 lib in the red (This excludes the accumulated debt.)(77).

On 2 May 1691, this figure had risen to 6385 lib(78). Then, it turned

to the black. The audit of 11 Aug. 1691 indicated 291 lib in the

black(79).

Before considering the wartime financial crisis, let us observe the

situation in 1688. Even at that stage, the town council was under the

pressure of a heavy debt. They owed 10000 merks to the Laird of

Cashbenie, and they were compelled to repay the loan. First of all,

they declared on 9 Apr. 1688 that what 'ye town or church can advance



is all to be employed for the payment of the sd ten thousand

merks'(80). Not only several lands and houses owned by the town but

also the right of collecting the taxes, named 'tunnadge' and

'becknadge', were to be auct.ioned(81). The baillies' effort was shown

in the fact that they went to the trouble to sell 20 oxen as far awy as

to Logie(82). On 22 May 1688, the shoremaster was ordered to contribute

his balance to the burgh(83). Eventually, the town borrowed 3000 merks

from 'Dr. John Watson', 3000 merks from William Graham (a banker at

Paris), and 2000 merks from the hospital(84). Thus, on 23 June they

paid up the money(85). Their effort to do everything possible was

remarkable and they were fortunate to find a banker at Paris probably

with a Dundee connection. In addition, we notice the relationship of

collaboration between the town council and the church remained

unchanged, with the initiative being taken by former both before and

after the Revolution. In fact the church in Dundee helped to save the

town council from a more serious financial crisis, though here it did

nothing in a concrete way.

After the Revolution, the town church helped the town council in a

real sense. According to the general session records of Dundee, on 1

July 1689, the parson Henry Scrymsour handed in 500 merks mortified by

his deceased wife, Jean Alexander, for the sake of honest poor widows.

Then, that mortification was commissioned in the hands of John Mclain,

the overseer of the mortif icat.ion(86). About 4 months later, the town

council hinted at the idea of borrowing this money. On 15 Oct 1689, a

bond was subscribed between the town and John Mclain(87). The council

collected money from any possible source, and the general session

raised no objection.

Mainly for obtaining the temporary revenues, the items comprising

the town's common goods were rouped, or auctioned every year after

1689. They consisted of 11 items according to the list of 10 Nov.
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1690(88). Usually, that rouping took 3 days. The 'Towns common good'

can be divided into two categories; the right to collect duties like

'the anchoradge and shoresilver' which were the right to collect duties

on ships in the port; the other was the lease of lands owned by the

town like 'the hospitall inclosur', which was the lease of the land

belonging directly to the hospital. For example, 'the anchorage and

shoresilver' was rouped for 130 lib, and 'the hospitall inclosur' for

285 lib for a year on 2 Feb 1689(89). Salmon fishing rights were also

leased in this way(90). This might be called "annual privatization".

However, this emergency measure may have been unpopular among ordinary

people on account of the danger of injustice or unequality.

We find many figures in the red in the town accounts, but, how are

they paid? The answer is that the treasurer used his own money to pay.

The council record on 30 Sep. 1690 says, 'And yt it were unreasonable

for him to borrow or advance money of his own money for the samin [the

burgh] without having interest'. However, the council's solution was

not brilliant: they merely ordered him to exact the rents and revenues

of the town timely and diligently(91). Still most work was left to him.

However, the council was seeking for another way out of the debt

problem. On the same day, the council ordered a letter to be sent to

'some confident friend at Edinburgh' to ask about the possibility of

imposing a tax for the town(92). They desperately needed other sources

of revenue. In the year 1691, the town could pay its cess only by

borrowing money. The quartering of the soldiers damaged the collection

of cess(93).

When it became clear that the treasurer's account bore 6385 lib in

the red on 2 May 1691, the council, to help the treasurer, began to

search again for new lenders. On 5 May, a contract of 2000 merks was

concluded between the town and 'a tutor' John Scot. A tutor was in

effect a trustee who managed the property left to fatherless children



under full age. Thus, here, money which belonged to the children of

Thomas Watson of Grange of Barrie was borrowed for half a year's

rent(94). This is another illustration of an interesting connection

between the town council and a laird's family. Then, as time went by,

the crisis was eased, the account turning to the black at the end of

1691 .

The Revolution of 1688-90 in Scotland was not the "Bloodless

Revolution" at all; on the contrary, it cost considerable blood and

money. The cost in Dundee was the direct military burden and indirect

effects like inflation and the mounting deficit of the treasurer's

account. Considering the small scale of disorder and complaints, this

burden was accepted, which may have indicated that the town applauded

William's accession to the throne. Or rather some might have thought

resistance against the burden would be meaningless and others might

have concluded that such a burden was endurable compared with the

complete destruction by the English under Monk in 1650. Anyway,

whatever the reason was, it is to be noted that Dundee was a useful

bastion for William at a crucial time.

4, Ecclesiastical changes in Dundee

Ecclesiastical changes in Dundee immediately followed political

changes at both national and burgh level. During the first Convention

of William's reign, on 13 Apr. 1689, it was declared that every

clergyman had to pray for King William and Queen Mary. The quick

reaction of the new town council of Dundee was remarkable. As early as

7 May 1689, they decided that the provost, who was also the

commissioner to the Convention, should 'represent.' their ministers to

the Convention for not reading the proclamation and not praying for the

King and Queen(95). However, this decision was not put. into effect. The

two ministers, Robert Norie and Robert Rait continued to preach from

their pulpits, for the Dundee general session record on 5 Aug. 1689



says, 'efter prayer Mr Robert Norie being Moderator would not keep

sessione because there was not a Coram'(96). It is clear that something

was going wrong at that moment, but at least Robert Norie was still the

moderator of the session. Robert Rait had become the moderator of the

session on 2 Sep. 1689(97). Robert Norie had been brought before Privy

Council on 29 Aug. by John Smyth and George Greive, who said

the continuatione of such persone in the ministeriall functione
especially in that, place of the countrie might prove very pernicious
and extremely disadvantagious to the interest of the present
government.

Although both Smyth and Greive were present councillors, they appealed

in the name of the parishioners. Norie was deprived on the spot(98).

Robert Rait was also reported to Privy Council on 26 Sep. by a baillie,

John Duncan and others. 'Mr Robert Rait hade not read the first

proclamatione nor prayed for King William and Queen Mary as is therin

requyred', thus, he was discharged and expelled from the manse and his

charge was declared to be vacant(99).

The town council also reviewed the behaviour of Dundee Presbytery.

At the presbytery meeting, George Thomson, the minister at Benvie had

prayed for King James that the Lord might restore him to his ancestor's

throne, which led the Dundee Magistrates to complain about him to Privy

Council(100). The record of the town council on 16 July 1689 tells us

that he was taken prisoner at Dundee and sent to Edinburgh at the

town's expense(101). On 26 July, this openly Jacobite minister was

sacked and expelled from his manse by Privy Council(102). Later, at the

council meeting on 7 Jan. 1690, the council refused the payment of

54:17:04 to the two deprived ministers of Dundee(103).

Although we cannot identify the reason for the initial delay by the

town to remove the two ministers, eventually they acted decisively. The

two councillors' accusations against Robert Norie show us that they

were well aware of the town's position as a bastion of William's cause

in the military and political sense. Their act. in the removal of the
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two ministers had the same origin as the town councillor's anxiety over

Patrick Zeaman's behaviour. As for the case of George Thomson, the town

council arrested him, as the presbytery had been held in Dundee. Even

so in my opinion, they were conscious of the fact that in Angus they

were one of few authorities which could take tough measures standing on

the side of William.

The remaining minister, Henry Scrymsour was a conformist from Apr.

1689 to Oct. 1690. Dundee had three churches, forming one, so called,

general session, with associated elders. According to its record on 13

May 1689, 'There wes ane thanksgiving proclamed yesterday to be keept.

on thursday nixt for our freedom from poprie and slavrie' and a week

later 'Sermon of thanksgiving wer preached on thursday last in both

Churches for the forsd reason'(104). So, Scrymsour and either Norie or

Rait preached. Norie might have done it unwillingly. The contribution

for French and Irish Protestants was also made in July(105).

Thus, by Sep. 1689, two pastoral charges had fallen vacant. In this

situation, it was not the general session of Dundee but the town

council of Dundee that admitted two temporary replacement preachers.

The first was John Harbert., appointed on 24 Sep., when Baillie John

Scot and the dean of guild were ordered to 'go and acquaint

him'(106);and the second was David Oglivy, on 10 Dec, who was also

formally permitted to preach. In the case of Oglivy, he had been

preaching in Dundee ever since the ministers had been deposed, but he

had a problem. He had once baptized a bastard of a laird without prior

approval from the church. A vote was taken at. the council meeting to

decide if he should be accepted as a preacher. The result turned out to

be affirmative, the provost overruling the objection on the ground that,

a baillie had obtained a testificat declaring him free of church

censure. Then his salary per sermon was decided(107). When there was no

presbytery, the town council functioned as an alternative, discussing
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the preacher's qualification. In this case, the council did more than

that, because the presbytery could not have decided the minister's

remuneration.

Following the expulsion of the two ministers, and later especially

after Scrymsour resigned, the appointment of new ministers became one

of the main concerns of the Dundee administration. The deacon convener,

in the name of the nine trades and for himself, presented a bill to the

council for supplying the minister on 9 Oct. 1689. In response to this

move, the council promised to take it into their consideration(108).

All of a sudden, from a Sunday pulpit in the middle of August

1690, Henry Scrymsour expressed his intention to resign at the last

Sunday of September for reasons 'known to himselff' (If the vacancy was

not filled, he would be prepared to work till the middle of

November.)(109). Taken by surprise, the council ordered two baillies to

'speak to ye parson' to continue preaching(110). We cannot know whether

the burgh's intention was to persuade him not to resign at all or to

ask him to continue to preach for the time being because of the lack of

a successor. At length he attended his last session on 5 Nov., and

'recommended them to the caire of Almightie God'(111).

With the attendance of the 9 deacons of trades, it was ruled by a

vote at the council meeting on 20 Oct. 1690 that a commissioner should

be sent to the General Assembly in order to seek for well qualified

ministers( 112).

Next, it was reported on 20 Nov. 1690 that before the provost and

a baillie, Alexander Blair could arrive in Edinburgh, the former

councillors, John Smyth and George Greive had already petitioned the

General Assembly to 'send over ministers for establishing a sessione to

call ministers', and that, the response of the General Assembly had been

to despatch John Herbert(113) and Alexander Herstie for 6 weeks(114).

They arrived the following month(115). So we might say that the



reforming initiative of the Dundee session was in the hands of the two

former councillors, who had reported Robert Norie to the council.

At the next stage, the provost published a list of church elders

and deacons, at a council meeting, joined by 9 deacons of crafts on 10

Dec. 1690. He obtained both the approval of the list and approval for

his proposal to send it to the temporary ministers who were

coming(116). In the General Session Records on 29 Dec. 1690, this list

of new elders and deacons suddenly appeared, with no explanation as to

the background at all. However, we now know that behind the scenes, the

provost, the town council and the 9 deacons of crafts had arranged

everything.

At the end of 1690, the provost and the Magistrates resolved to

send their envoy to Edinburgh from time to time to negotiate(117) with

the committee of the General Assembly concerning the vacancy and to get

information as to what formalities were required(118).

Their activities after that date followed this resolution. Baillie

John Scot obtained an undertaking by the committee of the General

Assembly and these two ministers themselves that John Spalding and

Thomas Thomson were coming for 6 weeks preaching. Baillie Scot also

explained the form of calling ministers with the advice of lawyers.

Then, on 13 Jan. 1691, the council and the 9 deacons of crafts

nominated John Spalding and William Mitchell as 'stipendarie

ministers', in other words, as regular parish ministers. Before the

nomination, the council considered whether they should proceed the

matter without regard to the session or not, and decided by a vote on

the spot to proceed without consulting the session. Their attitude was

that they had the initiative to call the two ministers and that they

expected the session to approve their action. They were at least

conscious of a possible lack of full legality in moving without the

consent of the session. The two letters of calling ministers in the



town council records say, 'And ordains this nominatione to be intimat

to the kirk sessione of this burgh And to desyre yr approbation and

concurrance for useing all legall means'(119).

However, the session did not entirely acquiesce in this move by the

town council. A criticism of the unilateral action of the town council

was raised at the session meeting of 29 Jan. 1691, and the session

decided to send a ruling elder, John Smyth, to the committee of General

Assembly in order to ask them whether the session should indeed

collaborate with the Magistrates in calling the ministers(120). Even in

the town council record, the discontent of the session was apparent, as

follows:'they [the session] refused altogether to doe Therefor they

protested yr yr [sic] not doeing therof'(121).

However, this embarrassing situation was soon resolved. First of

all, at the meeting of the session on 26 Jan. the elder, John Smyth

reported that the committee of the General Assembly had said that the

session should in a sessional way 'concurre' with the Magistrates. Then

the conclusion of the session was that 'it being without prejudice to

there priviledge as the Court of Christ that pro hac vice [for this

time] they should concurre with the magistrats'(122), though there was

no immediate subscription of the letters of call.

Three days later, Bail lie Patrick Zeaman and the dean of guild met

in the name of the council with three church elders, John Duncan, James

Alison, John Smyth and some other session members. The council

representatives required these elders to convene the session and

approve the call, on the ground that, this conformed to the Act

abolishing patronage and also conformed to the 'custom of this burgh'

before 1660. In addition, they argued that even if things had been done

only by the Magistrates, the candidate ministers whom they met 'seemed

kyndly to accept'. According to their report, William Mitchell in

particular preferred coming to Dundee to Edinburgh, where he had also
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received a call. Then, the meeting concluded that two baillie should

attend the committee of the General Assembly(123). There was no

recorded counterargument from the side of the session, and in the end,

the session members subscribed their names to two letters of call on 2

Feb.1691(124).

The dispute over the responsibility to call ministers arose, because

the town council never doubted their customary right to call ministers

and probably the council did not pay full respect to the new session,

while some session members may have believed that, the new eldership had

been established precisely in order to call new ministers. In my

opinion, it was doubtful if the session were convinced of their right

to call ministers, but they were also angry at being thus summarily

excluded from the nomination of the new ministers. On the other hand,

the General Assembly curiously supported the town council's position.

Presumably, this was due to the parliamentary Act abolishing patronage

on 19 July 1690(125), and they judged the town council had enough

authority and ability to call ministers. At the same time, we find an

interesting entry on 13 Jan. 1691 in the council records, saying,

The counsell ordaines all methods to be taken that can hinder ther

losing the t.ownes priviledge in calling of ministers and the samen to
fall in the presbyteries hands be jure Devolutio'(126).

They determined to maintain their right to call ministers lest it fell

by default into the hand of the presbytery. This partly explains why

the council so doggedly pursued the call of ministers in the first half

of 1691.

Baillie Patrick Zeaman and the dean of guild were ordered to go to

the presbytery of Kirkcaldy for Mitchell's call, on 11 Feb.(127). On

the last Saturday of February, Zeaman reported to the council that he

had procured an act of the presbytery of Kirkcaldy to enable Mitchell

to leave the charge of Leslie ( he had been minister of Leslie in

Fife)(128). Zeaman, in company with the town advocate in Dunfermline,
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next reported on 8 Apr. that 'with difficultie' they had obtained an

'act. of transportatione' (129). Then, Baillie John Scot was appointed on

21 Apr. 1691 to go to Leslie in order to see if the council could bring

over Mitchell for the following Sunday(130). Judging from the records,

he did not come. As the final move, the town council sent Baillie John

Robertson to Cupar and St. Andrews presbytery to gather support to have

Mitchell settled in I)undee(131). At length, the records of general

session declared on 18 May 1691 that the previous day, 'all scruples

and objectiones that Lay in the way of Mr Wm Mitchels being

transplanted from Leslie in fyff to Dundie wer removed'(132), and

actually he was admitted as a minister of Dundee at the end of May by

the presbytery of I)undee(133). After that, seemingly he continued to

occupy the pulpit of Dundee, although the burgh of Edinburgh was also

seeking for him, as mentioned before. Zeaman went to the committee of

the General Assembly at Edinburgh to defend his burgh's position on 23

July(134). Fortunately or unfortunately, there was no quorum. The final

outcome is not known to us, but the general Session records and Dundee

presbytery records show that he continued as a minister of Dundee,

notwithstanding the intervention of Edinburgh. However, this incident

suggests that William Mitchell, who had once been deprived probably on

account of the Test Act in 1681(135), was an influential figure in the

presbyterian church at that time.

The call of John Spalding was also a long process. It started from

Cupar and St. Andrews presbytery at the beginning of March when Baillie

Robertson petitioned to obtain John Spalding(136). The next move of the

council was to despatch the town's envoy to Kirkcudbright, Spalding's

previous parish. However, at the end of May when Baillie Alexander

Blair and the town's advocate travelled to Kirkcudbright, the

presbytery had already finished. Thus, the envoy, though disappointed,

nominated a person in nearby Dumfries to attend the next month's



presbytery meeting representing the burgh of Dundee(137), because they

could not easily come again for long distance. The ensuing month, on 16

June there were raised 'ane act of ye presbyterie of Kircudbright [sic]

anent his transportatione' and another Act concerning his stay(138).

These Acts were made known in the council, while Baillie James Stewart-

was sent to Cupar and St. Andrews presbytery concerning his

admission(139). According to the general session records, on 10 Aug.

1691, 'Mr Jo:Spalding wes admitted minister of dundie Tuesday

last'(140).

What a laborious effort they made! Their negotiators attended the

committee of the General Assembly in Edinburgh, the parish of Leslie,

the presbytery of Kirkcaldy, Kirkcudbright and Dunfermline presbytery,

and the presbytery Cupar and St Andrews. As it was not until the autumn

of 1691 that Dundee presbytery was fully established (actually, after

Dundee's two ministers had settled down)(141), the town council's

activities were under the general supervision of Cupar and St. Andrews

presbytery. The cost of each journey was expensive. For example, the

cost of Baillie Zeaman's journey to secure Mitchell via Edinburgh and

Dunfermline amounted to 142 lib(142). Furthermore, a certain political

power was needed to defeat opposition. The typically Erastian town

council of Dundee exerted their own strong will to call the two

ministers, in order both to supply the spiritual need of the burgesses

and to keep a firm grip on the right to call ministers which they

believed themselves to have.

In the everyday relationship between the town council and the town

church, the parishioners' seats in the church were decided by the

kirkmaster and baillies, and these officials attended to the opinion of

the town council when they had to allocate seats to the school teachers

in the new church on 4 Sep. 1688. They pondered on the best seating

plan, and from their description, we see how carefully the secular
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order was kept. The seats were allocated according to trade and status.

In this record, there are the wordsschool master and

schoolarsseats made for accomodating the comonality in the landward

parish';'the bonnetmakers seat'; and 'ye better accomodatione of the

poor in the hospitall'(143). As we saw in the first part of this

chapter, when Viscount Dundee was expelled from the Dundee community,

his seats in the town church were deprived as well. Thus, allocation of

the church seats was, in fact, a very secular affair.

We know little about the kirkmaster, who was chosen from former 4

baillies. Though he had to deal with church property, like silver cups

and a silver basin(144), the church treasurer and the overseer of the

mortification were different persons. He was neither a ruling elder nor

deacon.

Another example illustrating the town's relationship with the

session was the commission by the council to the session to examine the

moral qualification of an applicant to the hospital. On 4 Sep. 1688,

the session was asked for the opinion of the behaviour of John Montago

for admission to the hospital by the council(145).

When we read the records of general session, we only obtain

confirmation of what had already been decided, for instance, the

expulsion of Robert Norie and Robert Rait, the list of new elders and

deacons, when and who was the moderator of the session, who temporarily

filled the void pulpits, and the date of the new parish ministers'

admission. However, the question of how these things came about is not

answered by the General Session Records, because the decisive processes

were in the hands of the council. What was behind the scenes was Dundee

town council, acting with all the confidence of the prime authority in

the burgh.

5, Socialaspects of the burgh at the Revolution
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The activity of the town council of Dundee from the end of 1688

to the beginning of 1691 was highly politicized. Even so, there were,

as a matter of course, several politically neutral issues, for

instance, concerning burgesship, trade regulations and maintenance of

ordinary burgh life. Let us now turn to these aspects where the town

council acted as caretaker of the town.

The distinction between burgess and non-burgess was tightly

controlled. All employers in Dundee had to possess burgesship. Those

who did not were ordered to apply for it, and were compelled to

discharge their employees until it was obtained(146). Burgesship was

conferred through the payment of money or sometimes given as a reward

for service to the burgh. A weaver, John Key, who presented 'web of

Dames Naprie'(147) to the council and asked for burgesship instead of

the price, was granted it, on the condition of the poor man(148).

Andrew Peterson, a wright, procured burgesship through plastering the

grammar school(149). The disadvantages of being non-burgess were

exclusion from the trades or incorporations and less freedom than for a

burgess. William Jarvey, a non-burgess was accused of 'comeing in and

useing a tread [trade] of brewing'. The punishment was severe;

prohibition from brewing and expulsion of his whole family from Dundee

during the following Whitsunday term(150). The restriction of privilege

was shown in the Act of 14 Oct. 1690 by which non-burgesses were

prohibited from buying any linen yearn or cloth or 'round cloth or

yearn' except after 10 o'clock on the market day(151). Non-burgesses

were often called unfreemen or nonfreemen in the town council records.

This strictness could have provoked violence, though there are only a

few instances of it in the records.

John Harvistoune, a non-burgess white ironman (white smith)

encroached on the job of John Anderson, a burgess hammerman. According

to Anderson, 'contrair to the acts of the burgh John Harvistoune



....Inhanses the petitioners [Anderson's] Implyment' so that Anderson

could not get. his proper income. In reply to a request not to encroach

upon his job, 'the said John Harvistoune did beat him'. After that,

Anderson petitioned the town, and Hervistoune was sent to prison. The

verdict of the council was to leave him in gaol for a while, and with a

cautioner to allow him to sell only on market, day, and to prohibit him

from working for any inhabitant, in other words, not to have regular

customers(152). The discontent of the non-burgess was expressed by the

beating of Anderson by Harvistoune, but despite such a display of

anger, the town council was determined that, the accustomed order of the

town should be kept, strictly. Another 'unfree' intruder to the burgess'

privilege, David Lumsdale, was fined 100 merks(153).

There were several regulations concerning the mills and concerning

cloth, produced in Dundee. As Maxwell says, the mills belonged to the

common good, and were maintained on behalf of the common interest( 154).

Furthermore, according to the Act of the council on 10 March 1691,

which is considered to have confirmed the existing regulations, the

malt was allowed to be ground only when the mill master was there and

none could grind 'what is more then [than] the ordinarie

allowance'(155). On 19 July 1688, two maltmen who had been in prison

were fined and compelled to vow 'if ever it. be found hereafter yt. I

either go by towns milns with the grinding my malt, or imbasell any

maskings [embezzle brewing]', they would accept the loss of

burgesship(156). Presumably, they were having their malt ground at

private mills, without paying the proper dues.

Even if the regulations concerning the mills sound like a typical

regulation from the Middle Ages, those concerning cloth were perhaps

made from a more modern and commercial point, of view. The making of

woollen cloth had long been an important industry in Dundee. In

response to allegations of fraud in manufacturing cloth, a



parliamentary law of 1540 ordered the appointment of an examiner to

check quality. Consequently, the burgh of Dundee conformed and

appointed the dean of guild to this end in 1553(157). This practice was

continued through to our period. On 20 Nov. 1688, 'the counsell

appoynts Baillie Stewart Alex Bell and John Nicoll taillior to see the

cloath'(158). They were not only concerned about the quality of the

cloth but also about a whole range of regulations: the baillie and some

other councillors were to meet 'for regulating ye Linencloath' after 11

Nov. 1691(159). Even, in baking bread, a required amount of wheat was

specified and if the weight of the loaf of wheat was not sufficient,

the 'guilty' baxters were to be fined(160).

In spite of the lack of modern knowledge of hygiene, attention had

been paid to sanitary matters for many years(161), possibly from

experience of pest.. The town was cleansed much as Maxwell described for

an earlier age. An Act of 9 Apr. 1688 prohibited the inhabitants from

casting out any dung, chamber pots or chamber stools from the window.

It was declared that each was responsible for keeping the street in

front of his own door clean. This Act was repeated every year except

1689, on 14 Oct. 1690, and 8 Oct 1691, so the council clearly had to

keep the inhabitants in mind of it. Moreover, cow-keeping was

prohibited near the churchyard(162), because of the dung.

Concern was also directed to the town's conduits, especially, in

regard to pollution by animals. On 15 June 1689, all dunghills and

'cowbyres' harming conduits in the burnhead were ordered to be removed,

and it was the nearest heritor's responsibility to repair a broken

conduit and keep it clean(163). However, the next year, the town paid

72:12:06 to a maltman for cleaning the conduits in the burnhead, as

commanded by the councii(164). The town council did not disregard the

community's need for clean water.



In Apr. 1688, the town council had a plan to furnish gutter stones

throughout the town. Each inhabitant was to provide gutter stones in

front of his own door, by the following Whitsunday, and the treasurer

was ordered to lay them in public places(165). In spite of such short

notice, this plan seemingly was not carried out quickly. On 26 July

1688, two baillies and the treasurer were to talk with certain

craftsmen about repairing the ordinary passage, conduits and causway

and laying gutter stones(166). The effort of furnishing them was

continued throughout the hard times in the town. On 10 Dec. 1689, a

mason, William Gardyne was requested by the council to submit an

account for laying gutter stones, which another person should pay(167).

The purpose of the gutter stones was to prevent the streets from

becoming muddy after rain.

Another plan was considered by the town council for construction of

a new harbour. The baillies listened to the opinion of skippers in the

town on 10 Apr. 1688, and the focus of the discussion was the position

and shape of bulwark(168). Subsequently, before 3 May 1688, an

agreement was concluded between the Magistrates and masons, including

the expenses. The planned date of completion was 1 Aug. 1688(169).

Although no entry in the records describes its completion, we find the

wages paid for the bulwark in the record in the following year(170).

Furthermore, in Aug. 1688, there was a proposal to repair the town's

bridge on the road to Dudhope, which seems to have been dropped

afterwards(171).

The devastation by Monk in 1651 had caused a drastic decrease of

the population of Dundee (perhaps from about 11000 to 7000-8000), which

had not been recovered by the 1680's. Thus, there were 'ruined lands

lying on ye forestreit', in other words, ruinous building along the

street, possibly giving a gloomy impression. In order to fill the gaps,

on 4 Sep. 1688 the town council tried to promote the construction of



the new stone buildings by allowing them to the builders cess-free for

19 years. On the same day, 'for encouradgement of trade within the said

burgh' the merchants, the guild members, the maltmen and all tradesmen

who had burgesship were freed of the following martinmas cess(172). The

former remarkable Act of new stone building, was confirmed 4 years

later(173).

Another instance of 'encouradgement' policy was found in the case

of the invitation to knocksmith (clockmakers) to come to the town. The

highly regarded position of the knocksmith in the town had been

established by Patrick Ramsay at the beginning of the seventeenth

century, as mentioned by Maxwell(174). Awareness of time played an

important part in the life of the burgh, for example, in keeping

worship at the proper hour, or opening the market at proper hours,

especially in relation to when non-burgess were allowed to t.rade(175).

If you missed the order to muster at 8 o'clock on 26 July 1690, you

would be classified as a Jacobite and be held as such(176). To sustain

the consciousness of time, clocks were needed and the knocksmith was

valued for his unique skills.

In the first part of an Act on 4 Sep. 1688, 'the want of good

sufficient hammermen' was referred to, and the Act invited a tradesman

named Buchanan(177) from Glasgow to take up residence in the burgh as

knocksmith. He was given not only all the privileges of any former

knocksmith in Dundee and allowed to work as a hammerman as well, but he

was granted burgesship, with his cess paid by his trade. The deacon

convener was recommended to be 'discreit' with him(178). Four years

later, another knocksmith, Andrew Baister, with skill as a goldsmith as

well, applied for the job in the burgh. He was also provided with all

necessities, after examination before the council of his skill.

However, it is noteworthy that he was ordered to pay 40 pounds yearly,

to the widow of the late knocksmith(179) out of his salary(180). It was



evidently a prevalent custom that the successor in a trade should

support his former master's widow. In this case, we can see the

practice extended by the council so that, a new member supported the

widow of a deceased predecessor, which also testifies the privileged

position of the knocksmith in Dundee.

The cess, or tax on properties, was collected within the town three

times a year. It was sometimes a heavy burden on those who did not have

means of producing wealth. Certain widows by their petitions to the

council, had their cess reduced or exempted. On 5 May 1691, Issobel

Nairn, the widow of a maltman, got a 10 shilling discount for two and

half months(181) and on 17 Sep. 1691, Helen Jack, the widow of a

merchant was exempted from cess for the time being because 'she hes no

trade'(182). But the ordinary non-payer of cess suffered the quartering

of soldiers as punishment. As the town was allocated a definite amount

of cess to pay to the state, the deficiency generated by the town's

exemption or non-payment became a direct burden on the town.

The time limit for paying cess was notified by the sound of drum

going through the town. For the Martinmas cess in 1690, the inhabitants

were required to pay within 48 hours of the drum(183). Moreover, this

way of transmitting information from the town authority was used for

other emergencies. For instance, on 24 Feb. 1689, the drum went through

the town notifying the opening of the burgess book three days later

and summoning all burgesses (but not their sons or apprentices) to

appear at 10:00am on that day(184).

Our last topic is education. The Dundee grammar school, with its

high reputation, was entirely run by the town council, viz they chose

and paid the schoolmaster and other teachers. The choice of the

schoolmaster could have been a sensitive matter like the choice of the

ministers, because of his influence over young people. However, in our

period the selection aroused little dispute. After the death of the
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former schoolmaster, William Sanderson, a professor of Mathematics in

St Andrews University was appointed(185), and on his arrival, the

grammar school was newly plastered(186). Two years later, as Sanderson

was called to Perth, the provost was required by the council, to search

for a new schoolmaster(187). This election on 7 May 1690 began with

voting on whether the candidates should be leeted or not. After the

decision of leeting, three candidates were discussed; one was a

schoolmaster in Edinburgh and the other two were themselves doctors

(i.e. assistant masters) of the Dundee grammar school. Then George

Monthies a doctor in the Dundee school was elected(188). Apart from

this, a new doctor of that school got his payment after 28 July

1691(189).

As for higher education, a poor but gifted youth could apply to

become a bursar, through a university scholarship run by the town. On

19 Aug. 1690, John Andersone, a merchant's son was chosen as 'on of the

Guilds Bursars'(190). The ensuing term, he obtained payment for a

quarters board in the town of St Andrews because in the university,

there was 'no colledge table' on account of the Revolution(191).

Anyway, narrow as it was, there was some chance of acquiring further

education in the grammar school and even to go on a university for

those who were born in Dundee in the seventeenth century.

In terms of social policy of the burgh, the period of 1688-91 was

divided into three:in the first period until Nov. 1688 the council went

to some pains in attempting to recreate the era of Dundee's prosperity,

shown in several 'encouradgement' policies : in the second period from

Nov.1688 to the first half of 1691, after the experience of the

upheaval of political power, the town council's main concern was war

effort and adaptation to the new regime : the latter half of 1691 can

be described as the return to normality, which is seen in the calling
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of another knocksmith, reassurance of cess free for new stone building

and the examination of the ruinous houses in the town(192).
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Chapter3 The general session of Dundee

Judging from the records, the town council covered the overall

administration of the burgh, including charge or discharge of

ministers, while the general session of Dundee, which consisted of the

three churches in the town, kept vigil mainly over the moral life of

the inhabitants of Dundee.

The general session was especially concerned about cases of

fornication, while adultery cases were dealt with by the presbytery.

For example, the number of the cases the session dealt with during Dec.

1688 amounted to 28, each one connected with fornication. (A case

concerning the same couple may be counted twice or three times.) 8

cases in the following month (Jan. 1689) were also all concerned with

fornication. In a typical instance, an unmarried pregnant woman was

recognized as fornicatrix, summoned to the session, made to reveal the

baby's father, and the couple then 'did repentance'-probably stood on

the penitent stool three times, along with paying a fine, and theny

were finally accepted back by the congregation. However, there were

several cases out of routine. Margaret Gellis' confession of her

partner was not thought to be honest answer(1), because the alleged

person was away. Thus, she was sentenced to be banished. On the same

day, a late baillie's widow who had expected Gellis to nurse her own

child asked the session to delay Gellis' banishment until her child's

nursing by Gellis would be finished. Her intercession was accept.ed(2),

though this might have been pre-arranged. Antenuptial fornication was

also punished by a fine, if the child came too soon. For example, the

record of 4 March 1689 said, 'It is found by the Register of mariage it

is not fullie seven month since James Watson and his wyff wer maried

Ja: Watson to be soummoned'(3). In order to avoid the scrutinizing eyes

of the session, some couples before 1690 obtained their marriage

license from the bishop. The session noticed this and ordered every new
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couple to pay the kirk-treasurer a pledge to be forfeited in the case

of pre-marriage fornication(4).

The influx of soldiers not only brought Dundee inflation but also

instances of fornication between soldiers and the local women. On 10

Oct. 1689, Katharine Parll was accused of keeping soldiers in her house

all night. In spite of her denial, she was rebuked after sworn evidence

from Helen Nicoll(5). Janet Andrew was found with a soldier at the back

dykes of Hill at night.(6).

Thus, the session kept watch over the parishioners' sexual

behaviour, getting information mainly through the elders or deacons of

each district. Similarly, curious as it was, the session also rebuked

people who let a vagabond stay in their house. This might seem to be a

secular affair, but there are three cases of it in the general session

records(7), but none in the town council records. A possible reason was

that the session was in charge of non-burgesses' poor relief unlike the

town council and tried to prevent the vagabonds from being confused

with the deserving poor residents in Dundee.

How far could the session command the general respect of the

community? There are several entries in the session records that

indicated that the session was treated less seriously than might be

expected. John Blair, a suspected fornicator, being told by the

minister of the serious implications of purging himself by a

declaration of his innocence on oath(8), said 'he hath mad a vow never

to give his oath befor the session but is content to give it. in the

ministers chamber'(9). Patrick Mowen admitted that he had confessed

having begotten a child in Forgan, because in Forgan the penalties were

cheaper(10)! These two men were too honest to pretend to pay respect to

the session. Elspeth Gellies attempted to deceive the session and was

found in childbirth after her denial of pregnancy(11). The session

themselves could see the dangers of over-zealous action. A temporary



minister, Thomas Thomson told the session on 19 Jan. 1691: 'not. be too

rash in making delations to the sessions', 'Becauss when scandalls are

delated and not mad out it is but mocking of the session

authoritie'(12).

From the beginning of 1691, the session was reconstructed by lately

established elders and deacons and two newly appointed ministers.

Several methods were taken by them to reinforce discipline, though not

drastically. In the case of antenuptial fornication, public rebuking

was added along with the confirmation of confiscation of the

pledge(13). The session of 25 May decided that a lecture for the poor

would be held every Monday(14). Furthermore, the session tried to get

rid of the taint, of prostitution from the burgh. Agnes Sheel was

accused of keeping 'a kind of badiehouse', and rebuked(15). Janet

Milne, Janet. Robertson and her daughter were alleged to 'recet all

maner of t.heives, ...keep a verie scandalous house'. The session

publicly rebuked them and 'the Conviner and some other member of

Session' recommended 'John Maitland Chamberlain in diddop' to banish

them(16). The new session re-examined the burgh's moral life, although

their ordinary duties remained without great, change throughout, the

episcopalian and presbyterian periods.

We have already touched on the most important ministerial changes

in the town church in the former chapter, but the turmoils within the

church caused by the political change not discussed fully. Let us

move on to this point.

The change of regime can be detected when, suddenly, among the

various cases of fornication, there appears the proclamation of

thanksgiving 'for our freedom from poprie and slavrie'(17). The same

pulpit from which King James' birthday had been celebrated on 14 Oct.

1688(18) was used for blessing the Revolution half a year later, as

both James and William made use of the pulpit, to establish a nation-



wide ideological control of the people and for discerning non¬

conformists. Those who put consistency above conformity were deprived,

like Robert Norie and Robert Rait. All such political proclamations in

church were based on Acts of parliament or Privy Council. A

thanksgiving Sabbath was held for 'Queens being with child' on 20 Feb.

1688 by the order of Privy Council(19). On 26 Apr. 1689, an Act of

Convention ordered the thanksgiving sermon for the deliverance from

'popery'(20). In Dundee, on 9 July 1689, there was an intimation of

contribution for the French and Irish protestants(21), which was the

result of an Act of the parliament on 29 Apr.(22). Additionally the

decree of Privy Council on 20 Apr. 1691 calling a solemn fast every

month on account of the defence of the Protestant religion and war

against Ireland and France(23) was responded by the session of Dundee

on 25 May(24). The 'Thanksgiving for the reduction of Ireland and K.W.

[King William] scipp return from Flanders' in Dundee on 23 Nov.(25) had

been formerly ordered by Privy Council on 4 Nov.(26). These orders from

the central government were partially put into practice in Dundee by

the end of Oct. 1690, and after that, were fully implemented by the

new presbyterian ministers, William Mitchell and John Spalding. Since

there was such a high pressure from the central government, each

occupant of the pulpit could not be a mere politically neutral

religious person; in other words, he was compelled to decide his

political position as being either loyal to James or to William or at

least forced to choose whether to be or not to be a conformist.

The only instance of a possible dissident in the congregation of

Dundee from the records of the general session in the episcopalian

period was Elspeth Herauld, who got a ticket from the minister as

permission to participate in the communion but then did not come. She

was summoned to the session to explain and then her attitude was

described as 'She wes not of his [minister's] perswuation' in the



session records. However, she was simply dismissed from the session

meeting after returning her ticket.(27). We can have only a vague idea

of the dissident from this, since we cannot judge properly whether 'she

was not of his perswation' because of her strong presbyterian or other

religious principle, or merely because of her stubbornness. Anyway she

was not proceeded against, possibly due to the influence of the

atmosphere of religious tolerance at that time.

In the new regime after Apr. 1689, Alexander Ranken, the

catechist. in Dundee, examiner for the communion service was also one of

many who had to choose their own way. First of all, the session

summoned him on 26 June 1690, saying that the congregation could not

partake of the Lord's table, because Alexander Ranken had not examined

the whole congregation(28). On the following session day, he did not

appear(29). In his absence, on 10 July, he was suspended from his

office as a catechist. The session on that day cited three reasons for

his discharge, First, he was not faithful to his work as a catechist.

The second reason was his disobedience to the session. The third reason

is quoted directly:

Thirdlie because he hath not preached his turnes during the vacancie of
the ministrie being desyred which occasiones ane Jealousie of his being
dissaffected to the present government

The session added 'he uttered most irreveread and revylling [coarse]

expressions against the session'(30). Before the following session day

he was told of his suspension, and said 'he [Ranken] should mak us all

[the session] tret [treat] to Edinburgh and answer for what we have

done'(31). Afterwards, Henry Scrymsour talked with him, but seemingly

in vain(32).

He was the most obvious Jacobite that appeared in either town

council or the general session records. He was expected to officiate in

place of the deprived ministers but failed to carry out. his duties.

Though judging from these contemporary records, the majority of people
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in Dundee calmly accepted the change of power, committed Jacobites like

Ranken may have been part of a stronger animosity to the whole

situation even within the town of Dundee. A rather similar case appears

in the town council records, when James Melvill, who had been appointed

as a councillor by King James(33), was ordered to appear either before

the town council or Privy Council for slandering King William for his

military failure abroad(34). Another noticeable fact about the Ranken's

case is that it was the general session who discharged him, though the

position of catechist in Dundee was supported by the mortification of

the church whose patron was the town council. In the record of 26 June

1690, it was clearly mentioned that a councillor was present.

Although information on the membership of the session is usually

not available, there exists a list of the names of elders and deacons

of the newly established session on 29 Dec. 1690(35). On this list,

first, there are 24 names of elders and 24 names of deacons with the

individual's trade specified; next, there are 6 names of 'Elders and

Deacons for the Hill' and the 2 names of elders at Ferrie. After that,

the list cited four of the original 24 elders, John Duncan, James

Alison, John Smyth and George Greive, stating that they would take

their turn two by two. Evidently, these 4 people were the "principal"

elders.

Let us look at their trades. Within the 24 elders, 11 were

merchants, 7 were craftsmen, 2 were late baillies, 1 was a skipper, 1

was chyrurgen (surgeon), 1 was a mariner, the remaining one is not

known to us, though he was written as 'Mr James Hodge'. The craftsmen

were a walker, shoemaker, hammerman, glover, litster, bonnetmaker and

from the outside the 9 trade, a mason. Within the 24 deacons, 6 were

merchants, 17 craftsmen and 1 mariner. In the 17 craftsmen, there were

4 tailors, 5 weavers, 3 shoemakers, 1 bonnetmaker, 1 glover, and from

the outside the 9 trades, 3 maltmen. 'Elders and Deacons for the Hill'



consisted of 3 bonnetmakers and 3 weavers. The trades of the 2 elders

at Ferrie are not written.

The number of merchants among the elders, who occupied a higher

position than the deacons, was greater than that of craftsmen. On the

other hand, there were many more craftsmen than merchants among the

deacons. This corresponded to the secular order, for instance, in the

town council where the merchants were predominant power (17 out of 20).

In addition, the 4 "principal" elders were all former councillors. Such

a reflection of the town hierarchy, was quite natural, as the list was

made up by the council and 9 deacons of craft. However, they did not

entirely exclude the member of non-privileged trades. We know from the

instance of the dispute over the 'kings gift.' that the power of the

maltmen was not negligible. A curious thing was the absence of baxters

and fleshers, both of whom were within the 9 crafts. One possible

explanation is that they may have been too small in membership to find

suitable persons, or just possibly as makers of daily food, they were

not respected so much.

When we compare this list with the lists of councillors in 1685, in

1686 and 1688(36) appointed by King James, and those of Apr. 1689, Sep.

1689 and Sep. 1690, a remarkable thing appears. First of all, in the

list of the 24 elders, 10 were former councillors, including 2 former

baillies and 1 was the present baillie in Dec. 1690. There was no

former councillor in the other list of elders.

Next, I counted how many elders could be found in each year's

councillor list. There are 7 in 1685 council, 1 in 1686, 1 in 1688, 8

in Apr. 1689, 3 in Sep. 1689, 1 in 1690(37). The result shows the

strong personnel connection between the councillors, especially those
»

from just, after the Revolution, and the newly established session. They

were a different group of people from those who had been favoured by

King James. Notably, the four "principal" elders were councillors from
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Sep. 1689, among whom John Smyth and George Greive went to Privy

Council to secure the deprivation of Robert Norie, and in Nov. 1690,

two of them petitioned to the General Assembly before the arrival of

the present provost and a baillie(38). Presumably, they were leading

figures among the presbyterian reformists. On the other hand, the

relationship between the present council and the church eldership was

slight, probably to avoid the same person bearing office in both the

town council and the church at the same time.

In fact, on 31 Oct. 1689 after the Revolution, several new session

members had been installed to fill vacancies caused by death(39), but

this was not seen as enough. That was why John Smyth petitioned the

General Assembly for 'establishing a sessione to call ministers' in

Nov. 1690(40). Hence, the drastic reconstruction of the session on 30

Dec. 1690 was pursued.

Let us examine next the financial side of the town church. Unlike

rural parish records, the kirk-treasurer's account is a separate book

from the session records and was neatly kept by the hand of kirk-

treasurers(41). Although there are many ways of analyzing it, I

concentrated on the amounts of church collections. That contribution

was collected at every meeting, mainly on Sundays, but also at services

on Monday and Thursday as well. It was used, along with the rent

revenues from church land which amounted to only a tenth of the

collection money, mainly for poor relief for non-burgesses and various

small expenses, for instance, for the payment to the session clerk,

bellman and knocksmith. Since this contribution was voluntary, the

amount serves as a good barometer of people's generosity, which would

vary according to their own economic condition and perhaps to what they

thought of the church at the time. The first period of my investigation

ran from 18 Dec. 1687 to 25 Nov. 1688 (49 weeks), when the kirk-

treasurer was James Alison. The amount of contribution was 1515 lib.,
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or an average weekly contribution of 30.9 lib.. The second ran from 25

Nov. 1688 to 27 Oct:. 1689 (49 weeks), when the total contribution was

1296 lib., and the weekly average 26.4 lib.. This account was also made

by James Alison. The third period ran from 28 Oct. 1689 to 19 Jan.

1691, containing 64 weeks. the contribution amounted to 1393 lib.,

accounted by Alexander Raid, and the weekly average was 21.8 lib.. The

fourth period, when the kirk- treasurer was David Drummond, ran from 22

Jan. 1691 to 9 Nov. 1691 (42 weeks) when the collected money was 977

lib., and weekly average was 23.3 lib. The fifth period ran from 16

Nov. 1691 to 7 Nov. 1692, containing 51 weeks accounted by John Smyth,

when the sum of the contribution was 1390 lib., and the weekly average

27.31 lib.. In each case, the sacrament money was excluded.

Obviously, the trend of the amount of the average weekly

contribution forms a V-shape whose bottom is in 1690, when a third was

lost. Was this the result of popular disaffection from church or the

result of the fact that people just could not afford to be generous

because of their economic distress? It could have been both. In 1690,

there was only one regular minister who was about to resign and the gap

was filled only by two temporary preachers. It is possible that at. this

time, the church's spiritual influence on people in Dundee loosened.

However, it is unlikely that, the decrease was brought about, by dislike

of presbyterianism, for after 29 Dec. 1690, when the new session was

established and especially after May and August 1691 when the new

committed presbyterian ministers were installed, the collection money

began to recover. Furthermore, throughout, this era of turmoil, the

Dundee town church still secured their rent revenue at. the same level

as usual for these 5 years. On the other hand, the steep inflation

which made it difficult, for ordinary inhabitants to keep up their

accustomed living standards may have discouraged them from making the



same voluntary contribution as before. The recovery can be considered

as indicating a return to economic normality in the town.

The general session records themselves testify the distress among

the population. Because of the bad conditions, on 25 Dec. 1689, the

session decided to supply the poor out of their 'stock' (or capital

reserves) a sum equivalent to what they usually received at the

sacrament, since there had been no sacrament in this year(42).

Actually, in 1689, business was not as usual. The sacrament of the

Lord's supper was generally celebrated as a festival once a year, when

the poor were given their "bonus". In 1690, too, there was no record of

the sacrament, probably on account of Ranken's refusal to carry out

his duty and other unstable factors. Anyway, the session did not

forsake the suffering people. Another petition to the session on 10

Aug. 1691 witnesses the steep inflation as well.

Mrs Pittcarns alemontrix of the greencoats entered a grivance befor the
session this day that in regard the victualls wer so dear she wes not
able to aliment so many upon so little allowance

She was granted 40 lib t.emporarily(43).

Of 'the greencoat' and 'Mrs Pittcairns', who was not even a

deacon's wife, little appears to be known. Rarely were women

responsible for the distribution of money or food, but she was. One

possible speculation is that 'the green coats' was a small organization

for orphans whose uniforms were green(44). In the records, 'the green

coats' was not within the normal poor relief scheme of the town church,

but was run by a church mortification under the supervision of the

session. The record on 27 Apr. 1691 says, 'Jo: Mclain factor for the

greencoat mortificatione desyres Auditors may be appointed for his

accompt'(45). Therefore, the town church was clearly the place to which

she thought she could turn for help.

Even under severe economic circumstances, poor children in Dundee

could obtain scholarships from the town church as well, by virtue of
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Guthrie's fund. According to Maxwell, Gilbert Guthrie in 1652 donated

the Gray Sister Acre, the revenue from which was 'in favour of ane

youth to be trained up at the schools in the town' and at his death, in

1674, the West field and other property were left for the education and

upbringing of orphan boys by his will(46). In our period, for example,

on 22 Apr. 1689, Patrick Chambers applied 'to be on of gut.hries

pupills'. Then 'open proclamatione' was made for three weeks on church

door to see if there would be any competitor who was a relative of

Guthrie. This implies his relatives had priority to obtain the

scholarship. Fortunately, Chambers did not have such a competitor, so

he was admitt.ed(47).

Dundee general session had other funds of this kind (so-called

mortifications). John Mclain, the overseer of the mortifications, made

public to the session on 14 Nov. 1689 that there was a balance of 2800

merks in the poor widow's money fund and one of 1000 merks in Rodger's

mortification(48).

This chapter has shown how Dundee town church was compelled like

everyone else to choose between King James or William, but as long as

the town council had already come down on the side of William prior to

the church, no other choice was left but to do the same. The

consequences were removal of all three ministers and one catechist,

drastic change of the session personnel and some reinforcement of

discipline. Economic crisis in Dundee caused by the war against the

Highlanders affected the church as well. In the session records,

several responses to the crisis are found. However, there were more

unchanged characteristics about the session throughout this turmoil era

as moral supervisor of the town and as custodian of the poor non-

burgesses than there were about Dundee presbytery, which had nothing in

common between the old and the new. But before going on to the

presbytery, where Dundee's ministers, Mitchell and Spalding played a
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conspicuous role, let us have a look, by contrast, at a rural parish

near Dundee, because Dundee was not a typical parish within the

presbytery at all.

11



Chapter 4 The Kirk Session of Lundie and Fowlis

Lundie and Fowlis was a joint parish(1) to the north-west of Dundee,

each settlement served by a sermon and a meeting of session every

fortnight. The session was held just after the Sunday preaching.

According to the Fasti, the minister was James Brown, appointed in

1685, and he was deprived only in 1698(2). In our period, therefore, he

continued to preach. Previously, there had been only three elders,

until on 2 Sep. 1688, another three persons were named.

The contents of the session records were generally simple,

comprising the site of the session (either Lundie or Fowlis), the date,

chapter and verse of the Bible preached, the amount of the church

collection and decisions about poor relief. There was no separate

account book. Sometimes there were records of fornication or other

discipline thereafter.

The biggest festival in the parish church was the celebration of

communion, held once a year in each district. From 1688 to 1690, this

celebration did not cease, in spite of the Revolution. For example, on

Saturday, 11 Aug. 1688 at Lundie, there was a preaching and a meeting

of the session for 'the preparation of Sacrament'. The following day,

after the minister's preaching, '[the congregation] seted [seated] the

tables'. In the afternoon, John Broun, minister(3) preached on a

passage from the psalms. On the Monday, the minister of Auchterhouse

officiated. After three days celebration, the session counted the

collection money. On 13 Aug. 1688, it amounted to 11 lib 6 s, which was

ten times as much as on the usual sabbaths, so more people could be

beneficiaries than usual. Quarter payment to the session clerk was also

made on this occasion(4).

The most illuminating entry in political-ecclesiastical terms was

that for 28 Sep. 1690. at Lundie.

This day the minister did intimat Thanksgiveing against 5 Oct for the
kings success and return and in regard this did therefore with the



Sacrament appointed did intimat delay of Sacrament till this dayes 14
dayes, becaus he could expect non to help all being conceived upon the
forsaid occasione, and ofer weighty considerat.ion(5).

It said that as the appointed sacrament fell on the same day as the

thanksgiving for King William's success and return, the sacrament

would be postponed for 2 weeks to allow for enough preparation. In this

parish, as in Dundee, all participants were examined for their

qualification before communion with the help of the elders. However,

the significant fact is that apparently the main content on that day

was not the thanksgiving for William's success and return, but the

deferment of the sacrament. Furthermore, in the record of 5 Oct. 1690,

there were two preaching at both Lundie and Fowlis and two collections,

which was exceptional, but there is no mention of thanksgiving at

all(6). All this seems to indicate the session's half-heartedness to

William's cause, and it appears that the minister himself merely went

through the forms. As for other "political proclamations", there was no

proclamation to pray for King William and Mary, but just two

intimations of the collection of money for French and Irish Protestants

on 26 May 1689 at Fowlis and on 2 June at Lundie(7). Then the

collection were made on 9 June and 16 June(8).

A more curious entry was that on 28 July 1689 at Lundie:'Given to a

distressed minister qo [who] had been deposed and lately robbed 1 lib 8

ss'(9). We cannot identify who he was, but presumably a deprived

episcopalian minister, showing that the session had enough animosity to

presbyterianism to support a deprived minister. However, the minister

of the parish himself maintained his position for the time being by

formally obeying some part of the orders from central government. In

conclusion, from 1688 to 1690, there were no obvious signs of

political-ecclesiastical change in the Lundie and Fowlis kirk session.

They remained as they had been before 1688.



There are, however, plenty of signs of poverty in the records. The

record on 7 Sep. 1690 says 'Given to a distressed woman to help to bury

her child 9 ss'(10). Sometimes this covered church help to the

disabled: another instance is, 'Given to David Tayor a poor naked idiot

to buy his cloathes 2 lib 8 ss'(11).

This poor relief money was routinely collected from the

congregation, but only in very small amounts. The average weekly

collection in 1689 was 01:00:08, including the communion collection.

Usually, such a small amount of money was divided between two or three

persons. People could contribute more easily in summer and autumn than

winter and early spring. From Jan. to Apr. in 1689, 09:11:08 was

collected; from May to Aug. 11:12:00; from Sep. to Dec. 32:19:04(12).

Presumably, in summer and in autumn, more money was available from the

farmers, as the harvest came in. Fowlis people constantly paid more

than Lundie, probably because there was a larger population in Fowlis.

Let us move on to consider church discipline. As in Dundee,

fornication was the most numerous offence, but not so omnipresent as in

Dundee, even allowing for a smaller population. In 1688 there were 3

fornication cases, in 1689 3 cases, and in 1690 1 adultery case, 3

fornication cases, 1 antenuptial fornication (the same couple was not

double counted). When Christian Lawck was asked whether she was

pregnant or not, she replied she did not know it, but she admitted

fornication with Patrick Conster(13). However, in such cases, most

suspected women denied her misconduct. Adultery cases were dealt with

in the presbytery, regardless of whether the fact was clear or not. On

12 Jan. 1690, Isobell Moodie's husband reported her to the session,

saying her child was not his. Then, Andrew Black, the alleged father of

the child, was called in and acknowledged the allegation(14). On 26

Jan. 1690, 'the session thought fit to delay her repentance till the

minister advised with the presbytery'(15). However, Dundee presbytery
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had stopped acting(16), so to get advice from the presbytery was

completely impossible. Therefore, she was ordered to undergo her

repentance by the session of 23 Feb., 'By the presbyteries

authoritie'(17). This seems to have been a device to mend the lack of a

real presbytery and give an appearance of legality.

There are two slandering offences in the records. On 1 July 1688,

at Lundie, Colin Junis accused Janet Garroch of having called him a

sheep stealer. Her slander having been proved, she had to satisfy the

session on 11 Aug.(18)(there is no mention as to the method of

punishment). Barbara Davidsone and Helen Seivwright. were similarly

accused of having slandered Robert Kenda as a wine stealer. Eventually,

they admitted that offence and likewise underwent discipline^19).

The session regarded 'drinking and scolding' as 'frequent

scandalouse carriage', and in order to suppress it, they decided to

impose a fine of 2 lib. in addition to the ordinary punishment.(20).

These features show us the strict nature of the session.

What, however, are we to make of this entry?

This day Andrew Cochran elder declared that he would serve no longer in
that office because of a lightness and giddines to qch the minister
answered they would force no man(21)

This appears to refer to the state of Cochran's character rather than

his health. Perhaps he had difficulty in getting along with the other

session members. The minister did not hinder his resignation. Anyway,

an elder's resignation for the reason of his character was quite

exceptional.

Such is the picture of a rural parish to the north west of Dundee.

The session could remain as they had been, because the presbytery had

to cover a huge area and systematic replacement of sessions could not

be done so swiftly. Another reason was that, presumably this

"episcopalian session" was quietly supported by the local heritors and

parishioners. In 1681, Charles Maitland insisted in the dispute over



patronage of the kirk with Dundee town council that there were wider

interests involved, including those of landward heritors and their

tenants and others, all of whom had an interest in calling Dundee's

ministers(22). This indicates that the rural inhabitants' choice was

probably not in accordance with that of the councillors of Dundee. In

the presbytery records, rural parishioners' resistance to the

Presbyterian ministers was certainly more palpable. Anyway, The records

of Lundie and Fowlis kirk session depict a considerably different world

from that in Dundee.
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Chapter 5 The presbytery of Dundee

Unlike the town council records or the general session records of

Dundee, the presbytery records of Dundee in the Revolution era were

separated into two books broadly before and after the Revolution, with

a large gap between them. This gap itself is highly significant. But

what are the records?

The first book does not say who attended but who was absent. The

names in the record correspond to those in the Fasti. It was supervised

by the St Andrews synod and is inscribed 'This book was seen and

approven by the Dioisan Synod of St Andrews October 4th 1688 and the

Clerks fies payed by all Jo:Wood'(1). Then, the records end on 6 Feb.

1689 with this sentence,

The Moderator sent a letter to the severall brethren of the presbyterie
within the diocesse of St Andreus acquainting them with my Lord St
Andreus desyre that they would not fail to keep the synodical meeting
att St Andreus on Wednesday the sixt of March'(2)

This may have been written after 6 Feb.(3).

The title of the second book is 'The Records of the United

presbyteries within the province of Angus and Mearns From the time of

their first Erection in the year 1691 till their Disjunction in the

year of God 1698*. According to the Fasti, the presbyteries of Brechin

and Fordoun became independent from Dundee presbytery or the 'United

presbyteries' in 1698(4), the presbytery of Meigle in 1703(5), Arbroath

in 1704(6), and eventually Forfar presbytery became separate from

Dundee presbytery in 1717(7). Thus from 1691 to 1698, Dundee presbytery

annexed 5 presbyteries, then faced with the difficult task of planting

Presbyterian churches in large conservative areas.

In the first two pages, there was the explanation of derivation of

the second book, which tells us that in 1700 by the order of the

committee of the General Assembly, 'a great number of loose papers

exceeding disordered & confused' were the subject of a commission to
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several ministers who were 'to Revise these papers & Reduce them to the

best order they can, & to trans-scribe the said Book'(8).

There is also an extract from the Cupar and St Andrews presbytery

records dated Sep. 30 1691, saying that the presbytery approved the

erection of the new presbytery of Dundee, on the condition that Dundee

presbytery might not decide anything important, especially in respect

to the admission of ministers, without the consent of the Cupar and St

Andrews presbytery(9). Then the ordinary records of this presbytery

began one day(10) in Oct. 1691. We know who attended from the list at

the head of every record.

It is therefore clear that, the surviving records were copies, and

that therefore there is a considerable possibility that others have

been lost or eliminated. This process also explains the cleanness and

neatness of the record, which is the easiest, to read among all that I

have read for this thesis. In addition, the extract, from Cupar and St

Andrews presbytery seems to explain the first, erection of the new

presbytery of Dundee in William's era, from which we might deduce that

the old presbytery stopped working in Feb. 1689 and that, a new one

started in Oct.. 1691. However, references from other sources make this

deduction dubious.

As was mentioned in chapter 2, it was at a meeting of Dundee

presbytery that. George Thomson, the minister at Benvie prayed for the.

restoration of James VII. The exact, date of this is not known. The

first reference to it is in the Privy Council records on 10 July

1689(11). Such a problematic issue came to the fore after 13 Apr. 1689

when it. was decided that, every clergymen had to pray for King William

and Queen Mary. Thus, between 13 Apr. and 10 July, the meeting of

Dundee presbytery was definitely held. Why was it. not recorded? First,

it. is unlikely that either in the town council or in church meetings

the clerk would write down the proceedings on the spot.. Instead, he
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probably took a memorandum and within a few days wrote up. This would

explain the well organized sentences in every record. In this case, the

clerk probably hesitated to complete the record, perhaps under the

pressure from above(12). However, after this incident, the

"episcopalian" Dundee presbytery may have stopped working.

Another doubt relates to the beginning of the new presbytery. In

1690, the fact that in Lundie and Fowlis, adultery was punished by

'presbyteries authoritie'(13) suggested the lack of a real presbytery.

However, the earliest reference to Dundee presbytery was in the record

of Dundee general session on 30 March 1691:'The ruling Elders that

attend the presbytery here are appoynted to attend the Commission of

the Kirk for visiting the Churches on this syd of Tay when they

come'(14). Besides this, the same records on 25 May 1691 says 'Mr

William Mitchell Lait. minister at Lestlie wes admitted Minister of

dundie last Wednsday Last by ye Presbyterie'(15). Thus, there are

traces of a working Dundee presbytery early in 1691, but its membership

appears to have been small(16), and not to have worked effectively.

Presumably, a new start was is clearly made in October 1691, after the

two Dundee's ministers had been recruited.

Let us move into the content of the records of the old and new

presbytery meeting. In fact, there was a sharp contrast between the

two.

Most parishes within Dundee presbytery before the Revolution belong

to the Diocese of St Andrews(17), which also included an area from the

presbytery of Dunfermline to the Mearns; the remaining parishes within

Dundee presbytery belonged to the Diocese of Brechin, for Dundee

presbytery took the planned date of both St Andrews synod and Brechin

synod into consideration in order to decide the following meeting(18).

Dundee presbytery as a whole was supervised by St Andrews synod, as

mentioned before. This arose because the Church of Scotland at that
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time used the framework of the mediaeval Catholic Church as its

own(19). Except for the month when the synod was held(20), the meeting

of the pre-1689 presbytery was held every month.

The presbytery meeting began with an 'exercise' by one of its

members, or exegesis of a short part of the Bible, combined with the

examination of the minister's biblical knowledge.

From Jan. 1688 to Feb. 1689, the main concern of the presbytery was

to judge sexual offences. They had 10 meetings and dealt with 32

matters, apart from the 'exercises', among which 25 cases were related

to sexual and mainly to adultery cases(21).

Let us take the example of one suspected adultery case. On 1 Aug.

1688, William Hall and Agnas Archer from Kinnaird appeared for the

first time in the presbytery meeting suspected of adultery. They denied

any sexual relationship between them. The presbytery accordingly

prohibited them from keeping company, otherwise they were to be looked

on as guilty. Furthermore, they were ordered to come again before the

next month's presbyt.ery(22). On the following meeting, the man again

denied any sexual contact with the woman other than 'a kisse of her

mouth'. Why he had the opportunity to kiss her in spite of a ban of

access to her was the presbytery's question. His answer was that on the

way back from the previous presbytery 'shee only rode home behind him'

in other words, two of them rode a horse together. She answered in the

same way. These answers must, have perplexed the presbytery members. The

presbytery's decision was to appeal them to the synod(23). However,

there is no remaining record of St Andrews synod in 1688(24), but the

case continued in the presbytery record. Hall was appointed on 5 Dec.

1688 to take his oath before the congregation that he was free of

physical contact with Archer. She was to be beside him when he did

so(25). On 2 Jan. 1689, the record simply says 'William Hall not called

becaus of the ministers absence'(26). With the end of the episcopalian



era in sight, the presbytery came to a rapid solution and on 6 Feb.

1689, the presbytery decided simply to write a letter to Sir Patrick

Threspland, Hail's master, to bring him to obedience(27).

This case lingered on for half a year. In another adultery case,

most of the members agreed that Issobell Housband, the accused, should

appear in sackcloth, but others did not agree, so it was decided that

the case would be sent on to the synod(28). Cases were often postponed

or sent on the synod. Additionally, as in Hall's case, the presbytery

resolved to take advantage of the heritor's power. On the same day, a

similar solution was attempted. Margaret Thomson, at Lundie and Fowlis,

despite bearing a child and her confession of the father's name, denied

any sexual relationship with John Kennedy, her child's confessed

father! The despairing presbytery instructed the minister of her parish

'to speak to the master of the ground wher shee Lives to threaten her

with the stocks or a prison to drive her to a confession'(29).

As for concerns other than sexual offences, the presbytery ordered

each minister to celebrate both the Queen's pregnancy at the 10 Feb.

1688 meeting(30) and the birth of the Prince(31) at the 4 July

meeting(32). The St Andrews synod both on 6 Apr. and on 5 Oct.1687

proclaimed voluntary contributions for the bridges of Newmiln etc and

the repairing of Anstruther harbour(33). Accordingly, on 7 March 1688,

taking the coming synod into consideration, the presbytery ordered the

members attending to pay for the contributions(34).

Then, a matter of real importance appears, but its content is hidden

from the historian's eye. An entry on 5 Dec. 1688 says, 'This day the

Archbishops letter was read and the brethren desyred to obey the

contents of it'(35). Judging from the unstable political background,

this may well have related to political-ecclesiastical matters and

probably commanded the ministers to be steadfast in adversity.

n



The presbytery of Dundee in the episcopalian era was primarily an

appeal court set above the kirk sessions to adjudicate on sexual

offences, and had few administrative functions. Such as there were

amounted to confirmation of orders from synod, bishop or Privy Council.

So how did the synod function? We may take the example of two

meetings of the synod in 1686. Usually, the Archbishop of St Andrews

presided, but on 14 Apr. 1686 Richard Weddall, the Archdeacon took his

place. Then, the 'Brethren of the Privie Conference', the executive

body, was formed. Next, they dealt with such matters as an appeal for a

contribution to a burnt town, Newburgh, and gave their approval of all

presbytery records submitted, sentenced incest.ers and adulterers and

called for collaboration in catching fugitives from church discipline.

This was followed by the order to report for each parish the names of

the minister, the patron, the amount of the minister's stipend and the

details of mortification. Finally plans were made to visit several

parishes(36). In the following October, the Archbishop of St Andrews

presided in person over the synod. The most impressive decree in this

synod concerned the celebration of James VII's birthday, 14 Oct,

declaring that 'the anniversarie Solemmtie of His Sacred Majesties

Nativitie' should be kept against slanders; the synod tried to keep it

from 'anie shadow of offence to the authoritie', and the synod members

were requested to take responsibility to avoid such offences. Apart

from this, there were repetition of former Acts concerning incesters

adulterers, contributions and the report of minister's names etc., and

the approval of several presbytery records. Furthermore, it was enacted

that poor relief money should be under the custody of the minister and

one of the session members; a key to the poor box should be kept by the

two. The synod also dealt with a woman who got married without

testimonials and said,
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if needful Perth Presbyterie ar to acquent the Lord Primat, that he may
recommend to the respective Magistrat. to taik such course with hir as
Law provides in the caise.

Then, an adulterer was sentenced. The record ended in confirming plans

for visitation(37).

It is apparent that the established church was one of the bodies in

the nation through which the ideology of 'Sacred Majestie' was

promulgated. The church was to be a protector of the authority of James

by prohibiting slander 'in privat as weel as in publik'. As for the

verdict for the woman in Perth, this is a reference which represents

the relationship between the Archbishop, presbytery and the town

authority. Here, the presbytery obviously could not address the town

council directly. "Recommendation" to the town was a role for the

Archbishop of St Andrews. The synod, retaining its character as the

appeal court of the presbyteries in sentencing adulterers and

fugitives, had wider administrative activities. However, these were

confined to comparatively unimportant, matters like the collection of

basic information on each parish, and broad regulations for the

management of poor relief money. Additionally, at the meetings of both

the synod and presbytery before 1690, there was no trace of laity(38).

The synod records finished in Oct. 1687, and after two and half

year's gap, the new synod was set up on 22 July 1690 as the synod of

Fife, with the attendance of ruling elders(39). However, this is out of

my scope, for this new synod did not regularly include matters from

North of Tay any longer.

Let us move on to the Records of United Presbytery established to

cover the area of the synod of Angus and Mearns after the Revolution.

The dates of the meetings up to the end of 1693 were quite irregular;

in Oct., on 23 Dec. 1691, 30 March, 25 Aug., 22 Sep. 1692, 26 Jan., 30

Aug., 14 Sep., 26 Oct., 15 Nov. 1693. Attendance was always below 10

people, usually 3 ministers from Angus and Mearns area, several



ministers from outside, one or two ruling elders and a clerk. Needless

to say, the three ministers were always Francis Melvill, William

Mitchell and John Spalding. An old presbyterian minister, James Adam at

Cortachy, attended this presbytery once. He had been the minister here

before 1678, then deprived. He returned in Oct. 1691 and died 22 March

1692, at the age of 64(40). The other ministers were John Carson, Hugh

Kemp, Andrew Bowie, etc., from Cupar and St Andrews presbyt.ery(41).

Exceptionally, Thomas Kennedy came a long way, from St Mungo church in

Glasgow(42). They worked as assistants to the presbytery. Remarkably,

all episcopalian ministers that were ordained before 1690 were

excluded, though some of them were allowed to stay in their parishes.

The attendant, ruling elders were Viscount Arbuthnot and John Duncan,

George Greive, John Smyth, John Alison, Dundee's 4 "principal elders",

and (Mr)Laurence Kyer, who was a heritor at Wester Forret near Cupar in

Fife(43). This list itself was highly informative.

Robert, third Viscount Arbuthnot (1661-1694)(44) inherited the

commitment to the presbyterianism of his grandfather, the first

Viscount Arbuthnot, a Privy Councillor in 1649(45). Even before the

Revolution, he invited an indulged presbyterian preacher, James Rymer,

who preached at his house on Sunday 8 Apr. 1688(46). After the

Revolution he ardently attended the Convention in Apr. 1689 and in

1690, and he was appointed as a member of 'the Committee anent. the

settleing the Church Government'(47) .

He took advantage of his political power around Fordoun for the

sake of the presbyterian cause. His first move was to report John

Lammie at Ecclesgreig to Privy Council on 10 Sep. 1689, for not reading

the proclamation for King William and Queen Mary and not collecting the

voluntary contribution for Irish and French Protestants. He took this

action as a heritor of the parish(48). Two weeks later, this time as

the patron, Viscount Arbuthnot reported Alexander Arbuthnot, minister
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at Arbuthnot for disloyalty to William(49). The verdicts of Privy

Council were the deprivation of both ministers. Then, he succeeded in

recruiting a presbyterian minister, Francis Melvill, although he lost

his privilege as being the patron by the parliamentary Act in 1690.

This sentence in Privy Council records on 20 Jan. 1691 testified the

strong connection between the two.

Because there is no presbytery in the bounds to give him [Francis
Melvill] a certificate[,] he has produced one by Robert, Viscount of
Arbuthnet., and Sir Thomas Burnet of Leyes, heritors in the parish, for
testifying premises(50).

Here, Melvill had his right of stipend confirmed by Privy Council. As

for the parish of Ecclesgreig, the key of the church was ordered to be

delivered to Viscount Arbuthnot by Privy Council(51) on 26 Sep. 1689,

though a riot was planned against him by John Lammie and ot.hers(52). He

was one of the few active presbyterian noblemen in Angus and Mearns.

In a nutshell, what is apparent is the connections between

ministers and elders in the attendance list of the presbytery except

the case of James Adam. There were no isolated ministers or elders. The

deep relationship between the Dundee's ministers and the "4 principal

elders", who were also 4 former councillors, has already been

discussed. Francis Melvill was vigorously supported by Viscount

Arbuthnot, and Laurence Kyer was a Fife laird who came to Dundee with

several ministers from Cupar and St Andrews presbytery. Apart from the

support of such outsiders, it is important for the very existence of

the presbyterian ministers, who were in a clear minority in a hostile

environment, to have the strong backing of the secular authorities

faithful to William's cause. The motivation of Viscount Arbuthnot in

supporting presbyterianism was perhaps more likely to have been

religious grounds than that, of the town council of Dundee.

Let us move on to the content of the records in William's era, to

the end of 1693.



The main tasks of the presbytery were to examine and admit

candidates to the ministry and to oversee the parishes of Angus and

Mearns. However, these two were not separate duties.

Robert Fairweather was one of the candidates who submitted his

petition of 'liberty to preach the Gospel in the bounds where he shall

be called' to the newly reconstructed presbytery in Oct. 1691. He said

that although he had passed the examination at Brechin presbytery under

the episcopalian church government, he was 'as yet free of any oaths or

engagements whatsoever'. He added 'presbyterian government. now

established in this church is agreeable unto the word of God. . . . ' (53).

Here, he insisted on his freedom from the taint of episcopalianism and

adherence to presbyterianism. At the following presbytery meeting, the

moderator, John Spalding made it clear that Fairweather had been

strongly recommended by James Adam, minister at Cortachy, who had sent

'his favourable letter' to the ministers in I)undee(54). At the meeting

of 25 Aug. 1692, along with another applicant, Alexander Rankine(55),

he was asked his belief in the biblical foundation of 'presbyterian

government'(56), his intention not to harm it and disbelief of 'Popish,

Arminian & Socinian Error'. He answered in the affirmative, and his

case was sent for confirmation to Cupar and St Andrews presbyt.ery(57).

At the ensuing meeting, the presbytery was told by Cupar and St Andrew

presbytery to 'do in his case [Fairweather's case] as they judge it

convenient'. Thus the presbytery licensed him to preach as probationer.

On the same day, 'the Presbyterian Congregation in Montrose' petitioned

to be sent a preacher on certain Sundays. In response to this, the

presbytery lost no time in deciding to send Fairweather(58). After that

there is no further reference to Fairweather by the end of 1693.

However, on 14 Sep. 1693, the presbytery ordered John Spalding and

William Mitchell 'to deal with the Synod for a supply to Cortochie a

Sabbath or two [with preaching]'(59). According to the Fasti,



Fairweather worked as an assistant at Cortachy after obtaining his

licence, and was ordained at Carnbee at Fife on 5 Oct. 1693(60).

Judging from the strong recommendation of James Adam, Fairweather

presumably served there with him and succeeded him for a while, and the

parish called for supply of preaching after his leaving for Carnbee.

It took a full year for him to be licensed. The reason was that

the presbytery meetings were only held sporadically and furthermore,

it was necessary for this presbytery to consult with Cupar and St

Andrews, as written in the first part of the records. However, it was

this presbytery that made the final decision.

In the case of John Bowes, things were more problematic. According

to the Fasti, he had been a minister at Abbothall in Fife from 1685 to

1691 and was deprived for contumacy on 15 Oct. 1691(61). This fact was,

of course, known to the presbytery. On 25 Aug. 1692, he offered to work

as a minister, showing his obedience to the present church government

and his willingness to sign the Westminster Confession. It was natural

for the presbytery to be sceptical, and as he had been deposed by

Kirkcaldy presbytery, they decided to get in contact with them(62).

Almost a year later, they received a response. However, they were to

have further examination and correspondence with Cupar and St Andrews

presbytery(63). On 14 Sep. 1693, they delayed their judgment.(64), but

subsequently, Bowes' discourse on a biblical passage before them on 26

Oct. 1693 and a paper submitted by him to Francis Melvill failed to

satisfy them(65). In the event, on 15 Nov. 1693, they decided to send

the affair to the General Assembly planned on 6 Dec. 1693(66).

The members of the presbytery were by no means "Yes

men", but they could hardly dismiss John Bowes out of hand, once he had

declared his conformity. There is another instance of the presbytery's

rejection of a candidate on account of insufficient, documentation.

David Oglivy presented a call to himself from 'the town of



Aberbrothock' at the first meeting of the presbytery, but he was

dismissed and criticized, as he presented no backing from the

parishioners, heritors, magistrates or elders and not even a proper

petition from himself(67). The second time, he was rejected for 'no

concurrence of the chief heritors' and non-existence of an orderly

established eldership in the parish(68). Again on the third occasion,

he was alleged to lack a unanimous call or positive recommendation(69).

The presbytery were well aware of the lawful procedure which the Act of

abolishing patronage prescribed, although there might have been another

unstated reason for the rejection on this occasion.

In fact, orthodox presbyterian ministers were hard to find, but the

real difficulty for the presbytery was that there was no short cut they

could easily take to obtain suitable candidates, as they had to keep a

certain ideological and theological standard for the new ministers.

Negotiations with various parishes required the presbytery to

manage quite complicated relationships.

In the parish of Benvie, as shown in chapter 2, the minister, George

Thomson had been deprived by Privy Council. Then as soon as the new

presbytery started, a mysterious figure, Alexander Rankine applied for

the ministerial post. The presbytery decided to seek for advice from

the committee of the General Assembly through John Spalding(70).

However, they perceived the necessity of declaring the vacancy before

approving Rankine's admission to Benvie, and decided to send Andrew

Wardropper to preach and eventually to proclaim the vacancy on the

third Sunday of Jan. 1692(71). On 30 March 1692, Rankine was

temporarily allowed to preach at Benvie(72), then on 25 Aug. he was

questioned about his ideological and theological views as in the case

of Fairweather and answered positively, while the establishment of a

regular eldership was hurried forward. The list of proposed elders had

already been submitted, so William Mitchell was ordered to go to Benvie



to examine the people on the list(73). John Spalding's consultation

with Cupar and St Andrews presbytery resulted in the conclusion that

Rankine's affair ought to be forwarded to the next synod(74). In the

Fasti, he is named as an intruding minister at Benvie from 1692 to

1706(75). To declare a vacancy and to arrange an eldership for the

legal effectiveness of calling a minister were essential.

The petitioners from Brechin were also reminded of the necessity

of establishing an orderly eldership. 'Some of the Town of Brechin'

wanted the presbytery to take notice of 'their Vacancy and desolate

condition' and asked for a preacher. In response, it was decided to

despatch Francis Melvill who was commissioned to tell 'the town of

Brechin' of the necessity of choosing elders and also to urge them to

submit the list of the elders to the presbytery as well(76).

Another essential point was to secure the church keys. At

Caterlain, after the demission of Dugall Jamisone, the minister, while

sending Francis Melvill to declare the vacancy and to find witness of

his demission, the presbytery also tried to secure the keys of the

parish church by entrusting them to the heritors(77). Otherwise, an

episcopalian preacher could have entered the parish church and occupied

the pulpit, which the presbytery naturally wanted to avoid.

Mainly by virtue of the effect of Viscount Arbuthnot, the

episcopalian minister of Ecclesgreig, John Lammie was deprived and the

vacancy was declared by Privy Council as early as 10 Sep. 1689(78).

However, on 23 Dec. 1691 the vacancy had to be proclaimed again(79). On

22 Sep. 1692, it was said in 'a petition presented by the parish of

Ecclesgreig' that '(John Lammie] continues to preach and to disturb the

place'. Here, the same measures as mentioned above were taken. A

preacher, John Paislay was sent, John Lammie summoned, and Francis

Melvill was despatched to 'endeavour the Settlement of an Eldership' in

that parish(80). Even so, we notice that resistance to the new regime



was powerful enough not to comply with the decrees of Privy Council,

the local presbytery and the will of Lord Arbuthnot.

Furthermore, such powerful resistance North of the Tay was widely

recognized. A former minister at Lyff, Andrew Wedderburn had been

requested to return to his original parish, but the plea by the

presbytery was rejected by him, who cited as his reasons, firstly, his

lack of health, secondly, 'their [the parishioners'] aversion to him',

in other words, the local people were not inviting him back, and

thirdly their 'adherence to the Incumbent Mr Creistisone'(81). This was

in Oct. 1691, but as early as Apr. 1691, Dundee general session

declared 'there is no setled ministrie there' in Lyff(82), so that a

couple of fornicators from Lyff remained unpunished(83). Seemingly,

such a state of 'Vacancy and desolate condition' lasted in many

parishes in Angus and Mearns.

Naturally, in this situation, the "presbyterian" presbytery did not

remain inactive, but engaged in a wide range of correspondence from

Edinburgh to Aberdeen, let alone to Cupar and St Andrews presbytery.

John Spalding asked the advice of the committee of the General Assembly

in Edinburgh about Alexander Wedderburn(84). The matter of John Bowes

was raised with Kirkcaldy presbytery where he had been deposed(85).

William Mitchell was commissioned by the presbytery to write a letter

to his nephew in Aberdeen for recruiting a new minister. John Spalding

also was to write to Thomas Kynneir with same purpose(86). Recruiting

was really a burning issue for the presbytery. Thus, presumably, the

suppression of sexual offences for once turned out to be a less urgent

duty for them. From Oct. 1691 to the end of 1693, there was only one

sexual offence brought before them, concerning a woman belonging to the

parish of Dundee who had given birth to a child in Kirkcaldy(87).

Although this presbytery included other ministers and elders, the

two Dundee ministers, John Spalding and William Mitchell, and Francis
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Melvill at Arbuthnot, were the real executives who set the agendas and

put them into practice.

Their task was enormous, because loyalty to King James was

denounced as illegal overnight on 13 Apr.1689; thereafter such disloyal

ministers had to be superseded. Although the presbytery was active in

establishing an effective presbyterian ministry, this goal was too

difficult to be achieved in the first few years of the new regime. At

this stage, they tried to hinder episcopalian clergymen by declaring a

vacancy and securing the keys of the parish church, and also they

endeavoured to build up the foundations for an orderly call to new

ministers, by persuading the parishioners to constitute the eldership

in an orderly manner, and by seeking out suitable candidates for the

presbyterian ministry North of the Tay.



Chapter 6 Kirks in Angus and Mearns after the Revolution

In the final chapter of this thesis, we have attempted a

statistical analysis of material from the Fasti in Angus and Mearns

to throw the light on this confused era.

First of all, a distinction was made between the ministers who

were ordained in the episcopalian era and the ministers who were

ordained by the "presbyterian" presbytery. Then, the reasons for

the "dfyxfpsufanes?' of episcopalian ministers, death, deprivation, etc
were examined. Thirdly, the years when the episcopalian ministers

disappeared were ascertained. Next, I counted the number of

'intruded' parishes, in other words, parishes occupied after 1690

by new episcopalian ministers not ordained by the established

church. Finally, I noted the years when presbyterian ministers

finally arrived to displace episcopalians.

Table 1 Reasons for the disappearance of episcopalian ministers

Presbytery
areas(1)

Total Death

Depr i
vation

Resig
nation

Conformity
to the

new system Not known

Dundee 17 5 7 2 2 1 1*

Meigle 13 5 6 1 0 1
Forfar 11 6 4 1 0 0
Brechin 17 11 5 1 0 0
Fordoun 13 7 5 0 1 0
Arbroath 11 9 2 0 0 0

Total 82 43 29 5 3 2

1* The town church of Dundee is counted as three parishes,
same as below.



Table 2 The year of disappearance of episcopalian ministers

Before 95-99 1700- 05-09 10-14 After
1694 1704 1715

Dundee 5 3 3 2 0 1 1*
Meigle 5 3 2 0 0 2 2*
Forfar 3 2 1 0 1 3 3*
Brechin 4 7 0 3 1 2
Fordoun 7 2 1 1 1 0 4"
Arbroath 3 0 3 1 2 1

Total 27 17 10 7 5 9

1* 2 conformists and 1 minister who died between 1692-95 are not
counted.

2* 1 minister who died after 1710 is not counted.
3* 1 minister who died between 1693-95 is not counted.
4* 1 conformist is not counted.

Table 3 The number of 'intruded' parishes, and the year of
presbyterian ministers' arrival

The number The year of
of 'intruded' presbyterian minister's arrival

parishes Before 95-99 1700- 05-09 10-14 After
1694 1704 1715

Dundee 1 2 3 5 3 1 1 1*

Meigle 2 0 2 9 0 0 2
Forfar 3 1 1 1 1 3 5
Brechin 6 1 4 3 2 2 5
Fordoun 2 1 5 2 1 3 0 2*
Arbroath 2 0 1 4 1 2 3

Total 16 5 16 24 8 11 16

1* 2 conformists are not counted.
2* 1 conformist is not counted.

As Table 1 shows us, 43 parishes out of 82 lost their

episcopalian ministers by death, which far outnumbered those who

lost, ministers by deprivations. This fact can be interpreted in two

ways; that the episcopalians quietly conformed to avoid deprivation

or that they remained because of lack of effective power to drive

them either to conformity or deprivation. The latter is more
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probable. First of all, conformity where it occurs is clearly

mentioned in the Fasti. For example, James Forsyth who was

installed in the parish of Craig and Dunninald in 1699, had

previously testimonials from the bishop for his licence, for which

he expressed his sorrow to the presbytery on 21 Oct. 1698(2). On

the other hand, in the case of Alexander Pedey, an episcopalian

minister at Lunan, 'he did not take the Oath of Allegiance at the

Revolution, but was allowed to remain in his charge'(3);in other

words, he could remain in his parish until his death in 1713

without conformity. In many rural areas, it may have been possible

to remain episcopalian, as we have seen at Lundie and Fowlis, and

it may have been the strategy of the presbytery in the areas where

they were weak not to press a presbyterian minister until the death

of incumbent minister in order to avoid disturbances such as those

planned against Viscount Arbuthnot. at Ecclesgreig.

However, many episcopalian ministers were in fact deprived,

and all except one accused of 'notorious drunknness'(4), were

deprived for political-religious reasons. Early deprivations were

on the grounds of not reading the proclamation of 13 Apr. 1689, and

not praying for William and Mary ...etc as happened to Robert Norie

and Robert Rait in Dundee. Between 1695 and 1714, several

episcopalian ministers were deprived for 'non-jurancy' i.e, not

taking an oath of abjuration in favour of William and Mary or Anne.

According to Table 2, the number of the parishes which lost

their episcopalian ministers increased after 1715 in spite of the

decreasing trend to that date. This was because several

episcopalian ministers who supported the Jacobite rebellion in

1715-16 were deprived after its failure. For example, Patrick

Maule, an episcopalian minister at Panbride, was deprived in 1716

for his Jacobitism(5). By 1720, all episcopalian ministers in the
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area had been superseded by their presbyterian counterpart.

Presbyterians took advantage of the ultimate victory of George I,

but this was about 30 years after the new regime had been

established in Edinburgh.

It is also worth while noting the regional differences in

Table 1 and 2. In Table 1, in both Dundee and Meigle presbytery

areas, more episcopalian ministers disappeared by deprivation than

death. In Table 2, in Dundee, Meigle and Fordoun presbytery areas,

many ministers disappeared before 1694, while elsewhere the

opposite was true. It seems to me that these two outcomes support

the former argument that, episcopalian ministers in more remote

areas could remain protected by episcopalian heritors, for both

Dundee and Meigle presbytery areas are situated relatively far

South, so that the episcopalian ministers there were more exposed

to the pressure from the outside, and in Fordoun presbytery area,

there was a committed presbyterian heritor, Viscount Arbuthnot.

Remarkably, if the ministers who died are excluded, we can

conclude that the conformists after the Revolution were in an

absolute minority.

According to Table 3, the number of 'intruded' parishes

amounted to about 20% of all parishes. In Arbroath presbytery area,

3 episcopalian ministers disappeared before 1694( Table 2), but 2

out of these 3 parishes were, then, 'intruded' by new episcopalian.

In the parish of Kinnaird, an episcopalian minister, John Dall died

in 1698, but in 1701 another episcopalian, Alexander Wilson,

occupied the pulpit.; then in 1711, Francis Rait, took over the

ministry in this parish without the permission of the established

church, and was deprived by 1717(6), though it. was exceptional for

one parish to have two 'intruders'. Here, too, the shadow of the

heritor can be detected. James Guthrie at Guthrie and Carbuddo, who



was also 'intruder' was 'under the protection of Guthrie

family'(7). Besides, David Rankin, an 'intruder' at Bendochy, was

'on the invitation of the heritors and heads of families'(8). There

was another form of episcopalian tenancy illustrated by Silvester

Lammie, at Eassie and Nevay, who was deprived by Privy Council for

non-jurancy in 1695; he withdrew from the pulpit, but continued to

preach in the manse(9).

In the course of 29 years of the Restoration episcopalian era,

a second generation had been brought up. Within Dundee presbytery,

8 ministers in 17 parishes had been newly ordained in 1680's. Men

like Robert Norie from this generation were more likely to be

persistent episcopalians, or 'intruders'. For example, Robert Norie

was transferred from Dunfermline(10) in 1686 and deprived in 1689

as was shown in chapter 2. After that, he was persecuted with

others before the lords of Justiciary in 1717 for intruding into

parish churches, reading lessons and praying for the Old Pretender.

Later he became the Bishop of Brechin in the non-juring church(11).

Judging from Table 3, the task of planting presbyterian

ministers took the long period of 30 years to complete. From 1700

to 1704, the process gathered speed, and after 1715 many

presbyterian ministers filled the vacancies created by the

deprivations of episcopalians who had supported Jacobite rebellion.

By 1720, the process of replacement was finished. The four

ministers who were ordained before 1694 (Table 3) were Francis

Melvill, William Mitchell, John Spalding, James Adam at Cortachy

and Laurence Skinner at Brechin. In the parish of Brechin, James

Drummond was deprived as early as 1689, and was succeeded by the

old presbyterian, Laurence Skinner who delivered the thanksgiving

sermon according to the Act of 26 Apr. 1689(12), which testifies

the quick response from towns to a change in the situation.
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The apparent difficulty in planting new presbyterian ministers

partly stemmed from the difficulty in recruiting candidates. Many,

like William Stewart, a divinity graduate of St Andrews University

who refused to be despatched to Aberdeen in 1700(13), were

reluctant to come to the obviously hostile area North of the Tay.

This difficulty in recruiting led to many vacancies in parish

churches and gave a pretext for 'intrusion'. At Kinnaird in Gowrie

an episcopalian minister, John Shaw was suspended in 1700, and the

parishioners had to wait for their new minister for 7 years(14).

Then, presbyterian clergymen courageous enough to come often

met harassment from the locals. At Newtyle, Alexander Mackenzie, an

episcopalian minister was deprived by Privy Council for non-jurancy

in 1695 and replaced by a presbyterian minister, George Clephane,

in 1698. However, Mackenzie continued preaching in the meeting

house and during the Jacobite Rebellion he actually resumed

possession of the church and conducted services, while Clephane was

unable to conduct any sacrament or to form a kirk session until the

end of the rebellion(15). A presbyterian minister, John Henderson

at Aberlemno and Aldbar from 1709 to 1711 'had nobody to hear

him'(16). Although George Oglivy was installed at Kirriemuir in

1713, it was not until 1716 that, he began preaching( 17). Again, a

presbyterian minister, John Anderson at Oathlaw was dragged out of

the pulpit at the Jacobite rebellion by four women(18). This was

the opposite situation to what happened to episcopalian ministers

in the South-West of Scotland during the Restoration period.

Judging from Table 3, Forfar and Arbroath presbytery areas were

particularly slow in accepting presbyterian ministers. This

affected the speed of forming the separate presbytery, with the

presbytery of Forfar at the end.
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Finally, let us consider the relationship between Universities

and church government in the area of the Dundee presbytery (not of

the united one). In brief, most of the ministers both before and

after the Revolution were graduates of St Andrews, except Henry

Scrymsour (episcopalian, Aberdeen), William Mitchell (presbyterian,

Aberdeen), John Shaw (episcopalian, Glasgow), Walter Ainslie

(presbyterian, Edinburgh), and William Rait of Pitforty

(episcopalian, Aberdeen). It is easy to explain why St Andrews

remained dominant, as the political-ecclesiastical change resulted

in a corresponding change in the staff of the university from

episcopalian sympathisers to presbyterian. Therefore, what really

mattered was the year of graduation and by whom the candidate was

ordained.

At the Reformation, the new Protestant church recruited nearly

half of its staff from former Catholic priests, though many of

these remained only as readers(19). However, in the late

seventeenth century, the political and ecclesiastical situation

polarized the ministers into presbyterians and episcopalians to

such a degree that the episcopalians whole-heartedly supported a

Catholic King and Pretender, so committed were they to the Stuart

line. One pole of presbyterianism in Angus and Mearns was

positioned in the South in the town of Dundee and in the sphere of

Viscount Arbuthnot, while the opposite pole of episcopalianism was

in the other rural parishes with Jacobite heritors. Both parties

were uncompromising, but with the passage of the time, the

presbyterian church was backed up by its legitimacy, and

episcopalians began to die out; the defeat, of the Jacobite

rebellion in 1715-16 finally ensured the triumph of the

presbyterian ministers over their rivals in Angus and Mearns.
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Conclusion

Almost every record which I dealt with for this research has gaps

between, before and after the Revolution. The records of the town

council of Dundee have gaps from 27 Feb. 1689 to 20 Apr. 1689, Privy

Council from 28 Dec. 1688 to 24 May 1689, Dundee general session from 5

Nov. to 29 Dec. 1690, Dundee presbytery from 6 Feb. 1689 to Oct.. 1691

and the synod of Fife from 5 Oct. 1687 to 22 July 1690. Only the

records of Lundie and Fowlis kirk session have no gap. Whatever the

reason for each gap, the width of the gap indicates the depth of change

at the Revolution. As for Dundee general session, whether the ministers

were episcopalian or presbyterian, its functions were the maintenance

of church discipline, poor relief for non-burgesses and implementation

of the proclamations or fasts directed from Privy Council. As for the

town council of Dundee, originally they had displayed an anti-

government. tendency, and after the councillors appointed by King James

had been removed, it was easy for the council to be on good terms with

the new regime. (On the other hand, almost, nothing was shared between

the synod and presbytery before and after the Revolution). Within

Dundee, judging from the activities of the council elected in Apr. 1689

by all the burgesses, the revolutionary side was generally supported.

In this sense, their quick reaction in May to 'represent' their

episcopalian ministers to Privy Council was noteworthy, along with the

political death sentence pronounced on Viscount Dundee by the town.

These are to be interpreted as showing that, although the change came

during the period of the revolutionary Convention, there was already a

substantial impetus for change building up from within, although to

stand on William's side cost this town a heavy military burden and

steep inflation.

To what extent this factor was religious or political is the most,

difficult question to answer, but. these two facts should be remembered.
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Firstly, the presbyterian preachers sent by the Church established by

law in 1690 were not the first ones heard by Dundonians, as from Feb.

to June 1688, eight presbyterian preachers openly held Sunday worship

in the town: on the other hand, there was no indication of collective

resistance by the parishioners of Dundee, either towards

episcopalianism before 1688 or towards presbyterianism after 1690.

The plantation of the presbyterian Church, as a general tendency,

went from South to North. First of all, the request to send the town

preachers for establishing eldership was put forward to the committee

of the General Assembly, and was replied to without delay by the

committee. Next, when the baillies began to try to recruit ministers,

presbyteries in Fife and Kirkcudbright were already in existence. Since

the presbytery of Dundee (or more exactly after 1690, the united

presbytery) was re-established, several ministers and one elder from

the South of the Tay had joined the presbytery as helpers. Then,

delegates from 'the town of Brechin' appeared before the presbytery and

Francis Melvill was sent there for establishing the eldership. This was

the course of events in the first few years of the 1690's.

How did the whole range of relationships between church courts and

secular powers shift in the transition from the episcopalian system to

the presbyterian one?

First of all, there was no change in the relationship between

Dundee town council and the general session. The town council behaved

as the prime authority within the town, and the session was expected to

follow the lead of the council both before and after the Revolution. In

this scene, the key figures were the "4 principal elders" who also had

been councillors from Apr. 1689. They took a certain initiative to form

the presbyterian church as laity on the church side, attending the

meeting as the representatives of the church to talk with some of the
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present councillors about the dispute concerning calling ministers,

appearing at the presbytery meeting as church elders.

However, the situation above this level was different. Though the

"episcopalian" presbytery of Dundee sent letters to certain heritors to

compel miscreants to heed them, this court was basically a closed body

with little administrative function, probably excluding the elders. The

Archbishop of St Andrews, not the presbytery of Perth, 'may recommend'

the Magistrates of Perth to take lawful action. On the other hand,

after the Revolution, in calling their ministers, the town council of

Dundee negotiated with the presbyteries in the South of the Tay as an

equal authority, and so did the town of Brechin. Clearly, the position

of the presbytery in society moved upward after the Revolution.

Besides, since there served on it both elders from Dundee, being town

establishments, and Viscount Arbuthnot, a nobleman, this court was not

genuinely or merely clerical. Thus, the presbyterian Church exercised

power on a broader social base than the episcopalian one. On the other

hand, Scottish society came to accommodate bodies (the active

presbytery, synod and the General Assembly), which ultimately had a

different orientation from secular authorities, having voice as the

ecclesiastical courts.

Although the nature of the Act abolishing patronage as a

compromise should be taken into account, it was significant that

patronage by the king and the bishops disappeared, which means that not

central or arbitrary intervention, like that exercised by the Constable

of Dundee, but rather the will of the locality, could decide the choice

of minister.

Finally, there was an ideological shift. No one can say that the

concept of contractual monarchy was generally accepted at the

Revolution. However, one visible sign of change appeared in the

records, which can be described as being from allegiance to the sacred
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person of the king himself, towards allegiance to the regime or

principle of the king. For the diocesan meeting of St Andrews to

celebrate the birthday of King James as His 'Sacred Majestie' was

something crucial. It really did not matter to the episcopalian whether

the King was an episcopalian or a Catholic, as long as he was a king of

the Stuart line. On the other hand, although allegiance to King William

and Queen Mary who personified the coming of the new regime, was

compulsory for officials and ministers, there was no birthday

celebration through the bodies of the Church and no word of 'Sacred

Majestie' in the church records. Instead, adherence to the Westminster

confession and presbyterian church government was required of the new

minister, God's providence of the deliverance of the nation from

'poprie and slavrie' was thanked, and a fast every month was conducted

for the sake of the 'defence of the true reformed religion' and

'success to our armies by sea and land at home and abroad'. In fact,

rediscovery of the Protestant principle of the nation was a significant

factor of this Revolution, especially in international terms, where

France repealed the decree of Nantes in 1685 and a war against Ireland

was continued. This was the background of the contribution for French

and Irish Protestants, which was held in Dundee and even in Lundie and

Fowlis.

These shifts may be described just as cracks in the simple

subordination to the king, but significant cracks, which, in

retrospect, formed a watershed in history .
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(29) Ibid., 3 July 1690

(15



Ibid., 10 July 1690

Ibid., 17 July 1690

Ibid., 24 July 1690

R.P.C.vol.XII, p.543.

D.C.M.B. 7 May 1690

D.G.S.M.B. 29 Dec. 1690

Between the two, there was no nomination.

Some people are double counted.

See chapter 2

D.G.S.M.B. 17, 24, 31 Oct. 1689

D.C.M.B. 20 Nov. 1690

Dundee General Session Treasurer's Account, ff.440

-469.

D.G.S.M.B. 25 Dec. 1689

Ibid., 10 Aug. 1691

Mr.Ian Flett suggested this to me.

D.G.S.M.B. 27 Apr. 1691

Maxwell, op.cit., p.531n. This 'upbringing of

orphan boys' can be connected with 'the greencoats',

but the first hypothesis that, 'the greencoats' were

orphans is still not sure. Thus, we need more

evidences to have a conclusion on this connection.

(47) D.G.S.M.B. 22, 29 Apr., 6 May 1689

(44) Ibid., 14 Nov. 1689

(30

(31

(32

(33

(34

(35

(36

(37

(38

(39

(40

(41

(42

(43

(44

(45

(46



Chapter 4

(1) Its population was 587 in 1715. (J. Gray, Scottish

Population Statistics, 1975, Edinburgh, p.48)

(2) Fasti, vol.5, p.355.

(3) On the record, he was a minister, but he is not

identified from the Fasti.

(4) Lundie and Fowlis Kirk Session Minute Book [This is

abbreviated as L.F.K.S.M.B.], 11, 12, 13 Apr. 1688

(5) Ibid., 28 Sep. 1690

(6) Ibid., 5 Oct. 1690

(7) Ibid., 26 May, 2 June 1689

(8) Ibid., 9, 16 June 1689

(9) Ibid., 28 July 1689

(10) Ibid., 7 Sep. 1690

(11) Ibid., 8 Dec. 1689

(12) The collection at the communion was included.

(13) L.F.K.S.M.B. 9 Feb. 1690

(14) Ibid., 12 Jan. 1690

(15) Ibid., 26 Jan. 1690

(16) See next chapter.

(17) L.F.K.S.M.B. 23 Feb. 1690

(18) Ibid., 1, 29 July, 11 Aug. 1688

(19) Ibid., 23 Sep. 7, 21 Oct., 30 Dec. 1688

(20) Ibid., 22 Jan. 1688

(21) Ibid., 16 Nov. 1690

(22) See chapter 1.
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Chapter5

(1) Dundee Presbytery Minute. Rook [This presbytery

records before 1690 is abbreviated as D.P.M.B.]

After 5 Sep. 1688

(2) Ibid., After 2 Feb. 1689. By the way, in the Records

of the Synod of Fife, there is no record on that

date.

(3) Otherwise, there would not have been the necessity to

send letters.

(4) Fasti, vol.5, pp.374,452.

(5) Ibid., p.246.

(6) Ibid., p.420.

(7) Ibid., p.276.

(8) R.U.P. f.2.

(9) R.U.P. f.3.

(10) The day is in blank.

(11) R.P.C. vol.XIII, p.503.

(12) I do not think that the written official record was

rejected, for in the old presbytery record, new

entry just followed the former one without any

blank. In the last page, half page was filled and

the half was left blank. So from the beginning

nothing was recorded in the blank.

(13) See chapter 4.

(14) D.G.S.M.B. 30 March 1691

(15) Ibid., 25 May 1691

(16) In this area, Francis Melvill was installed at.

Arbuthnot on 30 Oct.1690, and there was an old

presbyterian, Laurence Skinner at Brechin.

Fasti, vol.5, pp.376,453.

II?



(17) Records of the Synod of Fife [ This is abbreviated

as R.S.F.], 6 Oct. 1686

(18) D.P.M.B. 7 March 1688

(19) But Lothian district was cut off from St Andrews

Diocese.

(20) Twice a year, usually in April and October.

(21) Sometimes same couple is counted more than once.

(22) D.P.M.B. 1 Aug. 1688

(23) Ibid., 5 Sep. 1688

(24) It ends in 1687

(25) D.P.M.B. 5 Dec. 1688

(26) Ibid., 2 Jan. 1689

(27) Ibid., 6 Feb. 1689

(28) Ibid., 5 Dec. 1688

(29) Ibid., 6 Feb. 1689

(30) Ibid., 10 Feb. 1688

(31) In Dundee, the Prince's birth was not celebrated on

the record.

(32) D.P.M.B. 4 July 1688

(33) R.S.F. 6 Apr., 5 Oct. 1687

(34) D.P.M.B. 7 March 1688

(35) Ibid., 5 Dec. 1688

(36) R.S.F. 14, 15 Apr. 1686

(37) Ibid., 6, 7 Oct. 1686

(38) But, to testify the non-attendance of elders is

difficult. In Dundee presbytery records up to

1689, the attendants were identified as 'the

Brethren' (D.P.M.B. 5 Dec. 1688).

(39) R.S.F. 22 July 1690

(40) Fasti,vol.5, p.280, R.U.P. Oct. 1691



Fasti, vol.5, pp.124,132,204.

Fasti, vol.3, p.454.

R.P.C. vol.XVI, p.305.

ed., J.B.Paul, The Scots Peerage, 9vols. 1904,

Edinburgh, vol.1 p.310.

Ibid., p.305.

R.P.C. vol.XIII, p.227.

A.P.C.vol.IX, p.114.

R.P.C.vol.XIV, pp.240-242.

Ibid., pp.327-330.

R.P.C. vol.XVI, p.45.

R.P.G.vol.XIV, p.362.

R.P.C.vol.XVI, pp.300-302.

R.U.P. Oct. 1691

Ibid., 23 Dec. 1691

Whether he was a suspended catechist of Dundee

or not is a question. He is referred to 'an

Episcopalian Probationer' (ibid., Oct. 1691).

From the context, this means "church government"

R.U.P. 25 Aug. 1692

Ibid., 22 Sep. 1692

Ibid., 14 Sep. 1693, 'the Synod' means the synod

Fife.

Fasti, vol.5, pp.189,194.

Ibid., p.99.

D.P.R. 25 Aug. 1692

Ibid., 30 Aug. 1693

Ibid., 14 Sep. 1693

Ibid., 26 Oct., 15 Nov. 1693

Ibid., 15 Nov. 1693

(10



(67) Ibid., Oct. 1691

(68) Ibid., 23 Dec. 1691

(69) Ibid., 25 Aug. 1692

(70) Ibid., Oct. 1691

(71) Ibid., 23 Dec. 1691

(72) Ibid., 30 March 1692

(73) Ibid., 25 Aug. 1692

(74) Ibid., 22 Sep. 1692 This is the synod of Fife.

(75) Fasti, vol.5, p.351. R.S.F., first of all, on 6

Oct. 1692, says, concerning Alexander Rankine, 'this

is delayed till the next Synod and ye Synod takes

ye affair intirely into yr own hands' (R.S.F. 6

Oct. 1692, [f.58]). Then his affair was delayed at

the two synod in 1693 (ibid., 4 Apr. 1693, [f.73],

26 Sep. 1693, [f.85]). On 8 May 1694, the synod

said, 'Mr Rankein's affair still delayed till

the nixt Synod att the desyre of the ministers of

Dundee And because he himself did not Apply'

(ibid., 8 May 1694, [f.101.]). This is the last

reference to him. These being taken into

account, he did not want to be authorized by the

established Church at this stage, and continued

to stay in Benvie.

Thus, he may have been an episcopalian and

Alexander Ranken of Dundee.

(76) R.U.P. 22 Sep. 1692

(77) Ibid., 30 Aug. 1693

(78) R.P.C.vol.XIV, pp.240-242.

(79) R.U.P. 23 Dec.1691

(80) Ibid., 22 Sep. 1692

I M



(81) Ibid.,

(82) D.G.S.

(83) Ibid.,

(84) R.U.P.

(85) Ibid.,

(86) Ibid.,

(87) Ibid..

Oct. 1691

[. B. 6 Apr. 1691

13 Apr. 1691

Oct. 1691

25 Aug. 1692

30 Aug. 1693



Chapter 6

(1) In this chapter, the term, presbytery area describes

the geographical divisions of the Fasti: as explained

in the previous chapter, the actual presbytery

divisions in our period were somewhat different.

(2) Fasti, vol.5, p.385.

(3) Ibid., p.446.

(4) Ibid., p.292.

(5) Ibid., p.448.

(6) Ibid., p.395.

(7) Ibid., p.437.

(8) Ibid. , p.253.

(9) Ibid., p.260.

(10) He was ordained in 1679, presented by King Charles

II at Dunfermline.

(11) Fasti, vol.5, p.320.

(12) But he died in 1691. Ibid., p.376.

(13) St Andrews Presbytery Records, 20 March 1700:This is

from my study last year.

(14) Fasti, vol.5, p.345.

(15) Ibid., p.272.

(16) Ibid., p.277.

(17) Ibid., p.297.

(18) Ibid., p.301.

(19) C. H. Haws, Scottish Parish Clergy at the

Reformation1540-1574, Scottish Record Society New

Series 3, 1972, Edinburgh, p.xiv.
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